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By D. ORLANDO I EDiiEI !'ER 
Editor-in-Cblel' 
A standing room only crowd of 
approximately 3',000 filled the District 
of Columbia Convention Center yestcr-
,:f day to bear the Rev. Jesse Jackson I:: fonnally annowia: his candidacy for 
'!'. the nomination of the Democratic Party 
l for the presidency. . Jackson, who had been delibci.ttii!g 
, over the notion of becoming a prc-
I .. sidental candidate for the past I 0 
months said , ''mindful of the urgency 
of our times, 1 siand before you to ac-
1 
knowledge , that after deep reflection, 
· the voice of duty has whispered, 'Thou 
must. ' I rise to declare tl)at 'I can,' and 
announce to you my dCcision to seek 
the nomination of thC Democratic Party 
for the presidency 6t the United States 
of America.'' 
· Last Sunday on the television show 
· 60 minut~.r Jackson informally tole! 
viewers that be would run for the pre-
sidency and that be would seriously 
consider a woman aa bis ND.Ding mate. 
At the beginning of the yesterday's 
announcement · Ceremonies many 
•llj>porlen spoke on bdWf of J .. luott 
UK! fxpresaed tlleir teeililfi'iliilUf wliY' 
It II time for a Black candidate to 
serlOuily run. for tlie j'lrolid• ocy. · 
Mayor Marion S. Barry, staunch 
backer of Jacbon said, ''Why not ND? 
Con be afford DOI to run?" 
, 
Concern abou! Jacklon '• campaign 
splitting the Blac~ communily wm ad- The Rev. J .... L. Jackson delivers rousing candidacy II'' b al D.C. Conwnlion Cente<. 
dreased by Coo~ Walter Fsun- Leaden from the National Fannon; 
troy. ''Therearepossiblenegativecon- Alliance, the National Hispanic 
notations that will be injected into this Leodenhip Conference, the American 
campaign, " said' fauotroy, ''but the Indian Movement and the Institute for 
positive by far outweighs the nega- DefenseandDisannamenlwcrepresent 
tive." to speak about their specific inte=t and 
Jackson, in his plea for support, how· Jackson was their candidate of 
reached out to groups that traditionally choice. 
have not bad their special problems ad- ''Fanners arc victims of corporate 
dressed by the Democnlic or Republi- America because they are producen; of 
can puty. Jack.soo. spoke of building a raw materials ,' ' said Merle Hanson di-
functional ''new· rainbow coalition' ' ' rector of the NFA. ' ' I support Jesse 
spanning line• of color, sex, ag~. relig- Jackson because it couldn't get much 
ion, race, region and national origin. worse. l w~t a candidate who will talk 
• 
more sense and not horse manure.· · 
Tony Bonilla, Jr., of the NHLC said, 
··Jesse Jackson is a breath of fresh air. 
This is the fU'St time that the Hispanic 
agenda has been brought to the fore-
front He offen; hope where there is 
despair.'' 
After being introduced by Richard 
Hatcher, mayor of Gary , Ind. and the 
Jackson campaign chairman, as a repre-
sentative of the original Americans, 
Vern Bellecourt from the American In-
dian Movement cited that, ' ' for the frrst 
time Indian people wilJ go out and 
register to vote. Indians were excluded 
for a long lime." 
Throughout the program Jackson did 
not side-step important issues. An issue 
that plagues Jackson is that he docs not 
have the rota! support of the Black com-
munity. · 
" Many questions have surrounded 
the decision that I made today,'' said 
Jackson. ''1bcse questions are well-
kitown, and in my view, deflect atten-
tion from the only question that is im-
portant for America. That question, 
which was posed by Ronald Reagan 
when be ran for the office he now holds, 
is 'Ase you better off today than you 
were four years ago'?' ' 
Jackson went on to elaborate on four 
points outlining why he is seeking the 
presidential oominotioo. 
"I seek the presidency merely be-
cause I want this nation to again be-
come the hope of the fr<e world,'' ssid 
Jackson. " I seek the Presidency be-
cause I wt111t to affurn my belief that 
leadership is colorless and gcndcrlas, 
and that the sole ballmarlt of a 11\lC 
.leader is not the skin color he or she 
• • 
81 n 
\ 
received ft'om God, but the abilily of 
the !.'°™"' to bring com~7nce. com-passion and fauness. . . · The two latter poinls dealt with Jack-
son's concern of the futurc,of thc coun-
tty in lighl of the fact that citizens do DOI 
feel that their vote makes a difference . 
Jackson also ssid be felt aa urgent need 
to inspire the young to get involved in 
the political process. . 
Billions of dollars are spent on pre-
sidential campaigns and there has beca1 
some concern as to whether Jackson 
can muster up eoough financial _support 
to nm a legitimpte campaign. 
A plea was mode by Hatcher to the. 
people in attendance to donate money 
"to help drive the political machinery 
that will insure a successful cam-
paign .•• 
Gwtg< E. Johnson, chairman of the 
JJoard of Johnson Products, Inc . , and 
Percy.I.. Sutton, chairmanoflnnmCily 
Broedcasting are the co-chairmen of the 
Jackson Finance Conunittee. Samuel 
Foggie, chairman of the Board of 
United National Bank is the; campaign 
ueuurer. 
Although Jackson does DOI hove the 
Pl141(<t of some ...... Bloclt politiciaas 
- llb"Mitj& 1'i01Bas Baadlcyof Loi An-
p, Mayor Colemon Youns of Qo-
troit and Benjamin Hooks of the 
NAACP, many familiar faces were in 
attend•occ. 
On stage to support Jackson was 
Muine Waters, the majorily Whip of 
the California Stale Assembly; Con-
gressmaa John Cooyen, D-Mich.; Gus 
Savage, O.ll.; Allen Edwards, O.Tex; 
and Ron Delhm!S, [)..Calif.; Shirley 
Chisholm; Earl Graves, publisher of f 
Black Enterprise; Minister Louis .Far-
nkhan pf the Nation of Islam and form-
er Attorney Genenl Ramsey Clarie. 
Symposium Set 
The Block Politics Field of the De-
partment of Political Science will SPOii" 
See Politics pg. 2 
Expansion set or Howard University Heal~h Service 
By CRYSfAL CHISSllU. 
c;.mi- Editor 
The Howanl Univenity Health Serv-
ice, under its new administrator, Col . 
'[ McLain Garrett, plans to expand its 
tservices this year to include a new female' clinic llllcl pltannocy, u well as 
1 tdental services, and longer ltoun for ils 
;·dermatology clinic. 
G11TCn, whohuamutcr'adcgreein l Health Care Adminillra!ion, come to 
~ard in Mmch to begin reorg1niza-
~ of the Uni~ity Health Service. 
Garren spent 26 years in the Anny' s 
Medical Service Corps and has served 
as hospital administrator of five Army 
hospitals. · 
''My misSion is to provide quality 
bcaldt care to the students at Howard 
Univenity that is assessible , timely , 
humanized and give"n with dignity ,' ' 
Garrett ssid. 
•·•0ne of the fU'St things we did was to 
extend the health service hours , ' ' said 
Garren. 1bc health service now closes , . 
at 6 p.m. inslead of S p.m. 
Garrett has also organized a Studenl 
f ByRwJWi•M 
H?l• S' ?willer . accordin .• to Manin . Martin also 
.. "Howlld Uoivenlty only offcn 30 · rl•imed 'that, Locke Hall's main com-
c'CJ fUI! 1 111i_,, for 1tuiilrp1 •111 p puter1yatemcannotaccommodateboth 
I llllouP>ulthetatiretmivenity and this the univenity's administrative and aca-jusllin't.,..•p." llitl ldl Marlill, one demic needs because the Administra-
)011M'izrrofap11ic•u• toUfii •1 com- don Building bu priori'X to obWn any 
p 1 facilities • llown u.t..nlty. informMion needed from the unit. 
Accoidina IO Mlrtin, app:ox.imately Recently, many studcnu have com~ 
4.000 illldc"'" at Howard are eid1tt plained that additional pcnonnel is 
computer majors or are 1akin1 rrctrt to assist the students with re-
computer,relalcd -aKanel. Over the search and correction of their pro-
·!. pMC four. ye~ tbe nmntes: of •wt.7 11~ • ..-. . ' 
· t+is1cu•• td11 o:M"a•IMllJu::a rt4. O¥er 500 ltllden .. 1i1• cd petitions 
., .. .....,. .... ~ M1r1ia llie ,.. •• • of wbicb were pre~nted to General 
cc•• SI r fwrilHc' ... 8DI ~ "'' Pi d lk: E. DavllOll, executive UllS-
' l widl dll Rtpkl CC!f!t•r· come woU- tmt to the president, in eft'U1rs to in-
. I . w 110 the l!lff, boun 111t1 rize of !be 
, t kr;'t. •ti,,·& .. ~- _.. 1u111 cw ·11. lev•al I rte1•1 dil--
1-IDdlihttnrW: Conf&llir C'llt11d problm. willl omion who 
C.•'tor lor I II la Ptsr · :1'1 . ... •· uiUNCI them that several k>n1-te1m 
Health Advisory Board. ' ' I wanted to 
make sure students had some input,'' 
he said. Garren appointed Terry B. 
Tucker, a junior in the school of Allied 
Health , as chairman of the advisory 
board. 
•'Thi purpose of the board is to com-
municate with Health Services from a 
student point of view," according to 
Tucker. 
The board Will consist of one student 
representative from each of the 17 
schools and colleges and will in-
vestigate student complaints. 
solutions wei;-e being consi,dcred 
according to Manin. A propooal bad 
been made to alleviate some of the 
present computer center problems as 
well, Martin ssid. 
According to Manin, Daviaoa could 
specific when the present abort..fa111 
plans would be implemented. Howev-
er, those plalls supposedly include: op-
ening room B-36, which is Ml e11Clllioa 
o( the academic compulClr mom; in· 
CJaliaa the staff to tbne lhiftl; '4 lift: . 
ina the Acwtrmics Comp wC1n:111 24 
ltoun per day; llld npdrdaa die pn 11n1 
equipme!lt. 
Martin eddcd lbat tbe """'fUICr cm-
.., will be ..,..d to the pbysicill plm 
loc 111•4111 llld lty• IU Ztl, 8a 
r'*ed dill the pltyr!cel,... bui)d!q 11 
scbcdu'rd for reaovalioa. Thil ii one 
•'We 're going to open a female clinic 
towards the end of this month or the 
fir.;! of December," Garrett said. " The 
.. female clinic will offer most of the 
things that the family planning clinic 
offers only free of charge.•• 
Among the fiee services that the 
female clinic will provide are PAP 
smcan, pelvic examinations, birth con-
trol pills, and family planning infonna-
tion. ' 
The female clinic. will be located in 
the east end of die building a1·s10 Col-
lege Street which is now being rcnovat-
• 
I 
long-range plan that msy ta1te S lei 6 
yean to complete, Martin ssid. 
Several s1udcnts have said that 
choaFB shOUld be mode If llOOll ia they 
ani most feasible. Yon Wood-. a 
soP>omoR in the So hOal of H-• 
EcoJoay, ssld, "A stude• may only 
use the ....... i ... for t111 IJ••the-s 
;mum. llld if be ia •ti ca•end uti"I 1bc 
1lllmiul rwo 0.1mr alive tin •be will 
..tlaquiab bis CJi'l'O"' MJ ID use the 
, ., lss' far• • f(1." 
Ital.ti 11 a• h•·•nsalfl, • ..... . 
d~nt in tlm lcllDOI ~8211•111, to pro-
cure IC(lll to I fllliiltM, 1bl btdlYide11J 
-•sip&"' II fmtho...amiillble 
•NM. UJ 111a I ': C.•' I I 1 ... 
11 ' l'llk lnt•r·s' , z •••• 
I '' 'iW..0sivill•llleuallletbl 
-.1n1•v••'· 
ed. The west end of that building will 
howe ·the new pharmacy. The pbanno-
cy will be nm by two pbannocisls whO 
will fill prescriptions, give instructions, 
and answer questions regarding 
. medicotioo. 
··we'd like to see every student who 
comes to Howud as a freshman have a 
dental exam and hove their teeth clean-
ed," Garrett said. ''We arc working 
witli ibe dental school to provide this 
aervi<:e, •• be eddrd. 
Garrett ssid that a "big goal" of his 
is to expa,nd the service of the dennatol-
• 
. 
"Unf~y, mAN' 11Udeats 1re 
inca¥tA>tme Ind cboa1c to r•• 7 ·n cm 
1be compvtir terminal after lbelr 
us~~oect time,·· said WOodlcm ...-
· ~111t·11e11bM& eahouldbe 
--~b s;t.isr1ftlttbcnr • 
;t1m•81til•lhem; udllle liak ...-
Wi·ic' bl e.xpzs1 7 1. 
ogyclinictofivedoysa week next year. 
Gatdl said be also would lilte to 
appoint a bealtll ed11cator and a social 
worker. The health educator "will deal 
with the preveDlive upcc1-family 
pl•Ming, nutrition, aoyrtring daal dC'I• 
with beallh," Gaud! ssid. The .... lib 
cducltOr will bold Jectures, rminm, 
and classrs. Tbe social water will en-
SUM that the health needs of the sawlmts 
Ire met and poride. follow up eervice 
tom¥' •s_wbobaw'ate •bNpi•etiztd. 
Oaitdt alld ,._ to reDCW• the 
reception area of the healdl 1 r 1 vice 
bu.iJdiq for p g'er conf.d1 1•lity . 
Gau'"' said dull a~ aaol <JI Ibo 
Ualvenity lfelldl Service la ID be 
accredited by lbe Accreditatio• 
Asaoeialion Cvr AmM'rt •y Hcaldl 
Care. Ult - tbo t kb llMce .lay 
lbot.lt 35.000 vilillon. Oa1 II nH 
Gaud! lllid tllll llD•adJa .. Giiiy 
•••iitJ Ydlic$pmvid' • .. ztic1-
lion and lab ............ ad-
• 
• 
I 
I 
• • 
g Holiday's official 
'1 
awel•"'' 
•• id to ft ~l llll*IDPll 
• 1 Wednesday. President Reagan 
.ifflcially sianed legislation for a 
~1-1 holiday recoanizlna the birth-
i~y oltl>e Rev. Marlin Luther King Jr. 
i flanked by the 1lain civil rights lead-
ef • 1 wife. Cordta Scott King and Vice-
Pt 1idmtGecc1e Buth, Reagan signed 
the bill that would make the third Mon-
. I . 
Politics 
", from page l 
'!<W a one-day symposium on issues 
tel- to the upcoming 1984 president-
ial election and the role of the Black 
iioce. Quite obviously, such an event as 
du. h!ffl oo lddrd importance in light 
c,i cbe recent decision of the Rev . Jesse 
JactaOn to nan for president of the 
United States. 
,j, The symposium will bring together 
Ai amy of scholan, journalists, politi-
fal activistl, and elected officials. 
'f;boae invited include, Dr. Lucius 
• ~Garrett ~ 
-~ from page 1 
ii.,_, .. be said. Gam:tt said that the 
I• "will still be cheaper than other 
uni•a•ities. '' 
Howard'• "° per semester health 
fee incl\Nles a Cot11prehensive Accident 
W Sickness Insurance Plan. ''About 
Slio- to health inSW>llCC and $40 to 
the functioning of the health service 
building," Gam:tt . said. Garrett cited 
The $.572.88 cost of the Georgetown 
Univenity Health Insurance plan and. 
tl>e $16' charge for health insurance at' 
Geroge Wuhington University. Health 
fee• at these universities are 
camonouged in the tuition, Garrett 
, aaid. 
day in JanUll}' a national holiday be-
ginning in 1986. 
'The signin1 ended a lS year struggle 
to secuno a national holiday for King. 
The bill was fll'St inttoduced to Con-
groaa in 1969 by Rep. John Conyen 
(D-Mich.) Wednesday's bill, authoml 
by Rep. Katie Hall (D-Ind.), differed 
from Conyen' in that it specified the 
third Mooday in January as the holiday. 
Barker, prosident, Nat'!. Conference of 
Black Political Scientists, Dr. Ron 
Walter, and Dr. Robert Smith, both of 
the Dept. of Political ~ience here at 
Howard, Congi:essmen John Conyers 
(D-Mich .) ancl Mickey Leland (D-
Tcx.), William Raspberry of the Wash-
ington Post, Ivanhoe Donaldson, fonn-
er deputy mayor, District of Columbia, 
and Franchesa Fanner, fonner staff di-
rector of the Congressional Black 
Caucus. 
The event is scheduled .to start at 
·9AM and nm until SPM on Thursday, 
17 November 1983 and will be held in 
' ' 
• 
.... 
After opposing the bill in 'the put, 
Reagan recently stated he would sip 
the bill if .it passed the Senlle vote . 
The bill passed the Senate despite • 
number of obstacles. The moat 
publicized was Sen. Jene Helms (R-
N.C.) lllCmpl to secuno '"l"' and !"'as 
on King during the 1960s. However, 
that infonnation was sealed by a 1977 · 
coun order. 
the east ballroom of the Blackbum Cen-
ter. More information may be obtained 
from Dr. Lorenzo Morris, Dept. of 
Political Science. 
The program will be divided into 
three sessions with Professor Hanes 
Walton of Savannah State College 
(Ga.) ser;ing as the moderator of the 
firSt session. Dr. Alvin lbomton of the 
Political Science Department will serve 
as the inoderator of the second session 
that will last from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 
p.m. J. Clay Smith, formerly of the 
United States EEOC will Sit on the third 
panel. 
• 
By Odella Rogers-Tht Hill1op 
Clanett said that the health service is 
~ working with the computer center 
·1q computeriu studCnt medical rec-i-m· "The lint thing that must be done 
I' to make sure there is appropriate 
iecwity on tl>e reconls," Garrett said. 
i 'Confidentiality of records is foremost 
C?D our minds I at all times . '' 
1 ,1 ..... Col.,.. 1Mcl•in1Gall'reU,,t1Howard"e new Health SeniCe1 4 ' 
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. Fly to Colorado c') 
with Piedmont,.and 
ski at Aspen, Copper 
Mountain, Steamboat ·" ,......,c 
S · Breckenridge, ·. 
· or Winter Park .., 
Prices starr at only 
$168,"an.affordable 
reward for those .,. 
who make the Dean's List. 
And for those who tried to. 
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Je••e Jacl<llon supporters link haruh in prayer du~ ye•terday'• 
announcement. ceremonies. 
' 
• 
• • 
YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS 
AT THE CORNROWS & CO. TRAINING INSTITUTE . 
914 KENNEDY ST. N.W. 
. . 
WASHINGTON'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING SALON. 
• 
ALL STYLES ARE PRE-SELECTED AND ALL STUDENTS 
ARE MONITORED BY LICENSED PROFESSIONAL BRAIDERS. 
$45.00; INCLUDES EXTENSIONS. SORRY NO CHECKS. 
CALL 723-1827 AND MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY. 
CORNROWS & CO. , 
914 Kennedy St. N.w·. 
723-1827 
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NSA OFFERS YOU A 
HEAVY-HITTING CAREER OPPORTUNIT.Y 
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES: 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGNERING 
COMPUTER MATHEMATICS 
l'Mt'• ..... ,,.,1un1ti111 in 
• w••ty .f t•M•ch Md 
... 1,,m1nt preject1 
,_, .. fr- indi•icluol 
••,••"'' t1 very 
ce..,.I•• intere.clive 
•y•t•"'• inwelwin1 '-t• 
_ ....... 
.... .,,., .... , •• nW!i· 
c.,...,,,.,, and computer 
ptiphK1. Pr•f111i1nol 
•-lfl i1 1nhonc1d 
tlll•ulh interaction-.._w1th t', .. y ••perilnced NSA 
pteh11MM .. l1 oncil tt.ough 
....... in ., ... indu•"""' 
_,. ••d•mk •• w.: 
.., ................ "'", 
I llJMI &Ml de1i9• 
• ••• PJI '""' .......... , ..... ... 
lkettau'''1. 
, 
SCIENCE 
At NSA you '" ditc•'"'' •n• 
•f th1 1019111 tomput•• 
in11ollotion1 in th• world 
wilh olmotl e¥1ry mojor 
¥ender of compute1 
1quipment r1p1111nt1d. 
NSA care1r1 pto¥id• 
""•tur11 1f 1uch di1cipltn1} 
01 1y1t1m1 0Mly1i1 crnd 
opplicotion1 pr•1•o•nm1n9 
dodo bo11 "'onogo,..enl 
' 1y1t1rn1, oporolin9 
1y1lom1, computer 
n1tw•1kin9 / 1ocu1ily , ond 
grophlc1 . 
en !he Natlenal 
•ut NSA cor•t!'r Security Aeency, 
.., .. 1on111e1, . wrllo 10 Natlonol 
1 .. ._.. • ..- intff"Wlew Sec•lty A1•ncy, 
lhueual• yeur cele11 . Attn: M322, hrt 
pla1ement effke. hr 0••1• G. M1ed1, a• llilA .. Inf....... Mefyl•ntl 20JJ5, 
' 
TMi'll work on diver•• 
a91nty probl-1 opplyinf 
a ¥ori1ty of mathemalicel 
dilciplin11 . Specifi, 
a1119nment1 might include 
101 .. ing communico• .,,.,,. 
1elated prettlemt 
p1•formin9 lont·•O<''JI 
ma1hematicel r11eo1th M 
evaluatint ' ''w 11chntqve1 , 
1ocurity . 
. -
. GO FOii IT AU 
, • r 
• 
THE REWARDS 
AT NSA 
NS~ ., • .,. • ..._, .... 
IMo.-flt P'•pa11 ..... 
lruly c•••••Httv• wlllt 
,,1 ............. ,. thtre .. 
•••"""'9"'• ....... ...... 
with te 11•..e &Mi 
_.._... .. ..,, fM4I lwkc • .. 
•• , .......... I: .... --
f• th••• ......... ... 
, 
, 
deM •• he::w . ~ .. 
~· Cwntlet1 wtt..I; · 
Mt1.nc.i. raa tat' r 1' ... 
, .. , ........ 1001 I Slit 
-· jwlt ··-·- • •• 
-
. . fr.... I Cl ii • 
..•. .... ........ . ' , . 
On cimpua f9Cnlltlng NOVlll'lblr 10, ~ 
-
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• 
' 
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' 
• 
• 
• 
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'By CLEQPATRA ROBINSON 
Hl1llop Stalfwriter 
• 
1---''-----------
' ''Th.is is one of the most exciting 
periods of education,'' stated Dr. 
Floretta D. McKenzie, Superintendent Pr the District of Columbia Public 
Schools~ at the Charles H. Tbompson 
Lecture-Colloquim Series Nov. 2 in 
~ J. Blackbum University Center 
~uditorium . 
- . -- . I McKenzie's topic ''f.ducation, Not 
Excuses" marked thefourthyearofthis 
lecture series of honor of Thompson, 
fonner Dean of Howard ·University's 
Graduate School. 
''We arc not teaching,'' stated 
McKenzie saying that teachers can find 
a more affective way of reaching chil-
dren.'' ''We arc more sophisticated in 
(ailure than any other group of pro-
fessionals,'' McKenzie stated. 
\ There is .much evidence showing 
e;:ducational problems, a~cording to 
McKenzie saying now is the time to 
exercise reason and judgment. McKen-
zie stated that in order for a student to functioo properly in the 21st century, 
teachers must prepare them properly. ! Analysis, synthesis, _problem solv-
~g. and expression arc the ncedc:d tools 
\hat fuhm students will need, accord· 
~g to McKenzie . 'l 
Make 
I 
or 
., 
• 
• • • break your GPA 
. 
+------------- sidcration by the university senate. ~y EARLE El DRIDGE Davis was the 1982·83 chairman of 
_Asst __ • _CaJll_.i:P_115_Edl_1or_-,--,---- the student affairs committee of the uni-
Studcnts who register l'ate have lower vcrsity senate . 
grade point averages than students who Of the students who registered early 
register early according to a study by a in the-study, 43 .3 percent had GPA'sof 
gtaduate economic professor in the 2 .S or better while students who 
College of Liberal Arts . registered late had GPA's lower than 
! In a report ot the University Senate, 2.S. 
Iir. Frank Davis, the author of the 
·stUdy • asked the senate to .rcommend The study was ~ on a five per-
. 14ruts on late registration to the ad- ·cen.t random sampl1n~ of late and early 
· · rrati registrants enrolled 111 the College of 1°f,~5 askC:for 8 policy involving res- Liberal Arts during t.he 1977-78 
trftions on 'late regislation because if I through 1981-82 acaderruc year. 
were to specify what to do, they (the · · . 
sebate) would say J was meddling in ··.M~y stude.~ts w~ rc~stcr late get 
1 administrati~c affain,'" said Davis in behind in class , Davis said. 
~ interview. 
. pa.vis• refommcndation is currently 
being consi(lered by the student affairs Several professors have confronted 
' co;nmitteeofthestate. lfthecommittee Davis about bis findings, be said, and 
agl'ces with Davis' recommendation, it told his many students register late be-
w~ send the recommendation to the cause of financial ~le~. To remedy 
serate steering: committee for con- th_at problem, Davis ~d he has also 
Black mayors gather 
' to obtain city funds 
' BY Evita l.eooard must put aside personal party differ-
s ial to the Hillto ences . .. '' said Ford. 4~ __ c ______ P~--'-' __ Ford stated however that he support-
! The National Conference of Black ed Reagan's recent invasion ofGrena-
Mayois will support the candidacy of da. ''Bottom line, I support the Prcsi-
Jejsse Jackson for President , according dent .. 1 • we have to preserve American 
to\ NCBM president Mayor Johnny lives and strategic positions. At this 
F<fi , who t.old reporters ''There arc a point he did what he had to do at a 
fe~ who don't for whatever reason . . . difficult time,'' concluded Ford: 
b\it we' ll go with the majority ." Currently, the conference is com-
' fThc endorsement , which is the prised' of 244 Black mayors from 26 
strongest support offered by any orga- states. The programs offered to .ciites 
;tihaon of Black elected officials, was and towns with population·s from onc-
m*te at the headquaiters of the Booker hundred to over five million, gives sup- 1 
T. i Washington Foundation at 2CXX> K port in the areas of securing private and 
St 1 N.W ., during a press conference. public funding and creating new jobs 
conference called to announce a and industries. 
Bllilff sponsored $150-platc dinner to Thc dinner honoring the Black may-
be Id in honor of Black may on at the on will be held in the Grand Ballroom 
Shbreham Hotel , oa Thursday, No- oftheShorebamhotel. TheBTWFaati· 
ve/nber 10, at 7:30 p.m., will present cipates over 1.500 people from across 
th" first BTWF Awar~ to Maynard the nation. 
Jadkson, former mayor of Atlanta. Co-chairmen ofithe event arc Charles 
But Ford's statement about Jackson L. Brown, Percy Sutton, Ted Turner, 
on behalf of the organizatio1;1 over- Earl Graves and Reverend H. Sullivan. 
sh.,OOwedtheawardsdinnerannounce- Alex Haley will be guest speaker. 
ment. ··1 really don't want to discuss The fundraiser will go to the Wash-
Je~ any more right now, until he has ington Foundation's Research and De-
mlide his formal announcement himself velopment programs and the Natioinal 
!hi;/ coming Thursday," said Ford. Conference of Black ma yon. 
Explaining the basic purpoae of the Maynard Jackson wiW be cited for 
conference, Ford stated that the mayor> bis work toward the improvement of 
w~re gathering primarily to obtain urban living, accomplishments as a 
funds for their cities . • "The mayors leader in Atlanta, and the national 
c~ to D.C. fc.- money to balance Black community. 
~g~ and create jobs for their cities The sponsor of the event, the Boolcer 
. ·I·· said Ford. T . Washington Foundauon, wu es-
Ford cited advance in an in- tabliahed in 1967 by the National Busi8 
tcmational network between cities ness League. The league wu fourMlcd 
beoded by Blacks and Third World by Booker T. Washington in 1900. 
countriel, -•in& to set !DOie Blacks The foundation has done resean:h in 
in'jolved in \:OJPOtak America and cc;onomic development enetgy trlDI· 
mWna sure 1hll mi• <itiel get their portation, cable televioion and IOCbnol-
fair dwe of che defeOie blwlgrt u lbc OIY tranafer in cities . 
..ruc1es -an! thil gool. The B1WF hopes to nile - -
~becunedlemayoroflQekcp, "'°,000. 
Alabama in 1972. TbefinlDlackelect- "We II BTWFuepoud topoy ttib-
ed to thia poot in his city, be is cwtendy ute to die memben of the National Con-
oa:'\iD• 1111 thild tean1. ference of Black Mayors,'' said 
• Ult982Fonlwelectedpeaidentof Otartea T. Willi11US, jnaident of the 
NCilM. Fc-•MNinn. ''Many poopJe do not real-
SayiD& 1hll be did ... ·11 ' wtdt all i10 dill Black mayors n 11 die 'sbn of , 
of ~ RIEllD ....... i1C1adon'1 poli- five of lbe Nl'ioal 10p 10 c1t'11, IDd 
del1~ uid tblC tbe li,:1 of com- 1DNC would 1pee that tblM e.ll't1 .. · a : · w«e llil1 cpen. Wbocyer ii MN''I tbe rno11 eff«:tiwly nan:• be 
in dti1 While-."" must .... "" !"""'ludo<I· 
reCOmmcndcd that the university seek 
money to place in a pool to help those 
students who have to wait for fedral 
grants and aid before they can register. 
Despite the problems, Davis insisted 
that the adminisrration should move the 
late registration date up to a time when 
students who do register late will not 
miss many days in class . 
'I asked for a policy 
involving restrictions 
on late regiBtration • • • ' 
''There shouldn't be such a long ex-
tended odd period. It should be limited 
to one week after classes have begun, '' 
said pavis. 
President Cheek extended the add 
period for the fall 1983 semester well 
into September even though classes be-
gan in August. 
Acconling to the study, 21.2 percent 
of the early registrants had GPA's be-
tween 2.SI and 3.00 while only 18.8 
percent of the late registrants had 
GPA's between 2.SI and 3.00. 
"The best thing to do is not start 
clisscs until everyone is registered,'' 
Davis said. 
Attempting 
to save 
the church 
Gany G. Denny 
Hllltop Staffwrlter 
Beginning November 8th and lasting 
through November 10th, the Howard 
University School of Divinity will be 
conducting its 67th Annual Convoca-
tion at the Divinity School campus. 
Tile theme of this year's convocation 
is ·"Can the Black Church Be Saved." 
1be thelnc addresses many area's of the 
Block church and the problems that it 
will ultimately have to face. 
According to Lawrence Jones, Dean 
of the Divinity School, the Black 
church has to stan ''examining several 
disturbing trends currently circulating 
in the Black religious community to-
day .•• 
These trends include the large attnc-
tions of Blacks toward media preachers 
and what Dean Jones described as "the 
med. theol . " II oglCS . 
Other Problems include the tendency 
of Black churches to be unresponsive to 
community need1 .... and the fact that 
Black cburcbea have not yet found a 
way to me churdt funds for community 
alflin. . 
• • The keynote speakers this year ue 
Dr. VincentHardinaofdlellifflbeolo-
IY Semimry in Denver, Colo. and Dr. 
Mottiu Mtny Smid• of the Unherily of o....,.. Divinity Sc:bool. Dr. Hording 
is F4l6d for bia ~ "'dllo pop-
ular 11oot "11tere b A River" and Dr. 
Smith bu Wt Ilion tho boOlt ''The a;p.. 
«JUI Empire.,, 
Tbe entire pro1ram will feature 
ICm'ai peMI ctice11iom IDll WCllk· 
s~ IJl'I• plltl if t cl" I I 01• and ban-
. ctlllt. Par fwd rildoi•• 1ioa«1111A111-
inl.,. ..... an a. Dlvlnhy s. -
• 636-7283. -
• 
. 
-
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By Wayne E. Jackson-The Hilltop 
-- - . 
According to McKenzie, 48% of Black youngsters in the nation's schools 
come from two1Nirent himilies. 
P helps drug addicts 
By VENETIAH HARVEY 
Spedal to the Hilltop 
of a ~at ." 
RAP residents stay in the program 
for 18 months, and must complete all 
''Most drugs arc imported and the four phases of the program. The four 
(government] uses is as a way to put phases include dvelopment of self-
people lo sleep so they can't fight ," esteem, responsibility, education and 
y.id l\~4~·.•'' '' 3,2· year~old t~ finally; ~atablishlllcn•into~1he com-
srufUate of'RAP Inc., located at 1731 munity. The progniill i•Nll·enlilely by 
'r1llard St., N.W. its residents. 
, RAP Inc. was founded more than ten • 1be RAP program operates on a total 
years ago to help drug addicts kick the budget of $300 thousand. However, 
drug habit without th.e use of Cook indicated that the part of that 
methadone a drug used to help drug budget has recently been cut by the DC 
addicts kick the habit . government. RA_P supplements its 
Cook, a former drug user and now budget by fuodraisers and funds solicit-
hcad of the education department at ed from businesses in the District. 
RAP, said people with a drug problem According to Cook, RAP does not 
were treated as if they had a disease and receive federal funding because it re-
were institutionalized. However, RAP fuses to administer methadone to its 
is. designed to help drug users without residents and also, refuses to conduct 
institutionalization. regular urinalysis tests. ''[Govern-
• 'Many people don't realize that drug mcnt] doesn't want us stealing to get the 
addicts are some of the most sensitive drugs~y give us a free substitute 
people,'' Cook said. He added, ''but that~p us asleep anyway," he 
they want to appear tough so that people stated. 
don't see that they could cry at the drop Entire families are a part of RAP. · 
However, the youngest member of the 
program is lt>--the oldest being 43. 
Some of the residents are there because 
the court stipulated it as an alte(Ilative 
to jail . lbesc are usually the ones who 
give the most probl~ms , according to 
Cook. , 
Cook. a New York native, said for 13 
years be stuck needles all over his body. 
But. he-said-.~RAP has helped me. te 
find myself and now, people wouldn't 
even know I had a drug history unless I . 
tell them" Cook has a sales job in the 
district. 
Drug abuse is rampant in the district, 
and is one of the Jeading causes or death 
among blacks. "Everytime I pass by 
14th and U sts. and see all those people 
wasting their lives away, it makes me 
sad because I know what it's like.· · said 
Cook. He added, "we all thialc the 
Vietnam war was bad. but it's a war out 
there in the streets-worse than the 
Vietnam war.'' 
•••• 
gold, somet • ' gnew 
By KEII.Y MARBURY 
Hllltop Staffwrlter 
Over 350 of Washington's senior 
citizens assembled in Blackbum Cen· 
ter's Ballroom last Tuesday for the 
Second Annual, Senior Citizens Appre-
ciation Day. 
The program, sponsored by the Om-
ega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., was de· 
signed to inform, entertain and most of 
all honor the senior citizens. Council-
man Frank Smith (Ward I) delivered 
the keyoote address of the program. 
According to Benjamin James, the 
program chairperson, "tbe brothers of 
Omega felt the need to bridge the 
generation gap between Washington's 
senior citizens and the Howud commu-
nity. We wanted to establish a f<M1ada-
tion for warm and cohesive relationship 
with our ICllion. '' 
A continental breakfast and a noori-
day lunch was provided for the seniors. 
Featured in the morning seminars 
were Pearlie McDaniel, Howud Uni-
versity Hospital's community re-
sources cowdinator, Dr. Josephine 
. Greene and Michael Browne of Ho-
ward Univenity Hospital. 
The afternoon activities included 
entenainment provided by Howard 
Oniwnity ltUdet•ts, and tbe address 
ftom Smith. 
Ju bia addnU, ,SJDith expouutlecl 
upoedll11Jr:l"pn11n1111tblldleDil-
tlic:t olfen far saclor titizena. Smith 
allD "'.it-rd tbe medic8reJbealtb ~ 
..- and die crime jlrevention JliO" 
pmm tMt are sponsored by the city 
m1nciJ. He ll!tlrd tbll bia gool for tbe 
7 lion WU to lie m that !bey "liayed 
wwm'' dlit: wia111 . 
·nae arpni 1 1 ~ 1be 11•1m felt 
dlal die P"+• WI •wry well. '"l'bo 
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A;nerica's Fa.inou5 Fool Long Sandwic~ SAl.E 
On any footlong sub . 
November 13, 
Coupon Valid.__ 1 ~ 8 ? 
2016 Gr·or11i1 Avenue 
ACROSS FROM 
HOWARD' HOSPITAL 
• 
NBI 
• 
TECHNICAL CAREERS 
THAT GO WHERE 
YOU WANT TO GO! 
NBI 1s a fas1-grow1ng o f!1ce auton1at1on company based 1n 
Bol1lde• Colorado We a1e kno wn 1nterna!1onal!y lor our 
soph1st1cated word processing systems and we are now p ro-..,.. __ _ 
cecd1r1g 1nlo many tutl1re aspects o l o ll1ce systerns Current 
pro1ects 11se 1i1e full range of s!a1e-ol- thc-a1t micro-processors 
and we are d('vc!op1ng Stich features as personal computing. 
g1apt11cs systerns. high ~peed comm"t1r11cat1ons (Including 
fEEE 802 locat area 11etwork ). laser p11nter products . and more. 
II yo11are111c llned tow ard rn1c 10 systerns HARDWARE devct-
opmer111r1 the a 1ei1s of sw1tct11r1g power strpplies. co n1n1t1n1 ca-
t1or1s ~11gt1 perlorr11ance CPUs. graphics. con trollers. memory 
m11nagement hardware. etc . then you w ill be 1r1te1ested 1n NBI 
I! yol.l area systen1s SOFTWAR E programn1er . you will appre-
c1a t(' .,., u1k1ng 1n areas like UNIX 00. ISO-OSI re ference mod<'I 
1111ple111e111at10•1s. 111911 1esolut1on progr arns and ttie full range 
of ~1tgt1 level bl1s1ness arid otl1cc appllca!1ons or low level 
diagnostics 
11 ~·ott want to work 1n a last -growing. compet1t1ve environment 
w1111 oppor t t1n1t1es lor challenging pro1octs ,1nd ad~ancen1cnt 
consider NBI 1r1 Boulde1 . Colorado 
SIGN UP AT YOUR 
PLACEMENT OFFICE 
FOR OUR VISIT 
ON WEDNESDAY, 
NOVEMBER 9th, 1983 
EQu.tl 01>uor1uru!~ EttiOIOyt•< 
I I 
I r ou could be eligible to become a 
If you have a GP~ of GM l .O~r(~er~I Management Trainff), 
Cilv Federal SJv1ngs . 
. 1 rvices conipanies in the na11on As one ol the largest!~~~t :paring for the future . Our goal 
we rt'cogn1Zt' the wi d p with the ambition and 1 ~ to : find t~e very .~st gra s, lo succeed in our intensive 1 · 
··s1ic k-to-1t-11veness requ,"ed I" .1 1,1 .. nts today so that they d cu 11\'Jle 11e• .. 
training prograni, a~ d 10 nior level nianagers of tomorrow . wil l becon1e the very bt'st n11 se 
ucceed in college, now you can 
You''\le already proven you can s can succeed in business. Invest 
have the opportu.nily_ to prov~~:unting, E.conomU:;s, Management 
your BS or MB".' in F_in~ce, .11 be assigned to proiects that are 
o r Marketing with u~ a you k"\l in your specialty. In -class 
custom des~gned 10 develop Y~~r !~i~r management, travel . 
training, going one - o~ - o~ wi don the job training, all combine 
throughout our o rga1 °1 1 za:~onfa:~track managerial role ahead. to prepare you ful y or e 
11 n es inherent in lhis program, and the 
If you would like the cha e
1
.s for an on -campus interview. 
rewards, see our represcnta ive 
ON -CAMPUS. INTERVIEWS 
Will BE HEl<D ON 
Thursday, November 17 
nd to· PERSONNEL OFFICE, 
If unable to attend, please corr~~GS & LOAN ASSCXIATION , 
DEPT. GMT, CITY FEDE~L SA 088?b 
l?b Eves Drive, Somerville, N.J . · 
.... ,. 
• ,. > 
Every · 
SSeconds 
AmericaPo s 
the Big Cana ·an! 
Get ready to try the big, clean taste 
of o·Keefe. O'Keefe's gonna become 
Ainerica·s favorite Canadian brew. 
O'Keefe• 
ln1porteci by Ce11tur;· IJT11)0rters. Ballimore. Maryland 
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This exc~pijonol premium beer' is a pr900ct0f 
·200 years of Stroh family brewing ~J , 
Our family begon l>rewipg in Kiro. Oe'r · y id'. 
Three quarters of a century later, Bemhanl SUM · 
introdU<:ed ~troh's Beer to Al'l]lriQ. ~~. 
Stroh has come to represent tlie hlghest.~.t 
brewer's art. · · · ·· , ;;Ji 
We believe thllt Stroh Signature IS u[.1)..6.1.Mt; 
be produced. It c011141ins none but the .c~ · 
including l<K>'I' Imported European hQPs; ··. • 
I pefSOl'llllly ~ you enjoy it. 
1982, S1roti Brtwery. DettQft, lltiChllllft 
• 
V1SA• and Ma1terCard• Credtt Cardi Mow AYCltlabl• 
to Stud•nls through TITESAVEP1h'1 lonkA.cHon Program! 
No Mlrlmvm Income Of Job ReQuirements. 
SOVIOQ1 account and lees requtted. Mail tlis c~ la complete 
lnlormatton. 
Send to : Tlmeso11er HeodquorleJs Building I 
Sluden1 Dept I t2276 W~klns Avenue I RockVile , MD 20652 
Stole 
"""" ) 
School Atterdng 
s101u1: n o soon u ,; o Sr u Gtoe1 u 
There's N•_v•r S.•n a S.tter Time to <;et VISA• and 
MasterCard,. Credit Cards_I Appty Todoyt 
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By MARK D, AI J ,EYNE 
"Hilltop Staff Writer · ~ As someone with more than a casual j interest in Caribbean affairs, I must 
1 confess that the wave of protest sparked 
I by the invasion of Grenada was a source 
1 
of some surprisC. The west Indian is-
f lands arc little more than dots on the 
f·globc; the oews media had to produce 
I maps to !Cm.ind people of where the 
. ~ islands in question were ; and it was a 
J. hard task for most broadcasters to pro-
! nouncc the names of the places correct-
.• ly . However, when the historical con-
. text of the intervention is consid.ered it ! becomes understandable ~by several 
questioned · united States motives in 
Grenada . 
t Firstly, it is now a minor point that 
United States displeaswe with Marxist 
regime in St. George ' s l~ted- the entire 
~.four years of the People's RevolutioO-
,ary Government's (PRG) existence, 
' . 
1froi:n President Caner to Reagan , US 
I resentment of a Caribbean country hav-
1ing such close ·tics with Cuba and the 
Soviet Union was well known. Wash-
' ington had refused to fonnally accept 
',the credentials of a Grenadian Arilbas-/~ador to the United States, the ad-
Tministrations were angered by the 
repeated speeches by Prime Minister 
·Maurice Bishop and other Grenadian 
1revolutionaries denouncing US ''im-
;pci rialism''; and Reagan ' s suspicion 
that the island' s international airport . 
which was under construction with 
)Cuban help, would be used as a staging 
fpoint for Angola· bound ''terrorists'' 
~as weJI ~wn. 
' Indeed, the Central Inte lligence 
. ~gcncy (CIA) had actually fonnulated 
tp1ans to destabilize Grenada . The 
:Washington Post broke the news on the 
~ront page of its Sunday edition of Feb. 
27 this year. According to the report 
'' the CIA developed plans in the sum-
hter of 1981 to cause economic difficul-
. ·-ty for Grenada in hopes of undermining 
the political control of Prime Minister 
Maurice Bishop.•• The move reported-
1.y was scrubbed when it was oppo~ 
... l>y the Senate Intelligence Committee. 
The story noted: ''Covert operations 
against Grenada were first discussed in 
~e Carter administration after the new 
~ishop government supported the 
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and op· 
c;nly solicited economic aid from Cuba. 
But after reviewing options, according 
tb current and Fonner administration 
qfficials, President Carter rejected all 
but propaganda measures . '' . 
! The invasion, which eventually oc-
d.'urrcdon October 2.5 , was also suspect-
ed by the Grenadians as far back as two 
)(Cars ago . In July , 1981, the PRG pre· Rared Grenada for war based on in-
formation it said it received that US 
-military exercises on the ·island or Vie-
ques off Puerto Rico was actually a 
dress rehearsal for an invasion of Gre-
nada . Later that year. in September, the 
island was put on military alert for sim-
but were defeated mfserably· b)'- Cas-
tro's forces . However, the intervention 
mos~ recalled in tl1e media here since 
the Grenada invasion was the landing of 
US marines on the Dominican Republic 
in April, 1965. 
All these facts taken into considera-
tidn it was no small wonder that many 
have been suspicious . 
But the United States' record and 
emotionalism·should not be allowed to 
cloud the impot'tant fact that ''leftist' ' 
Grenada has Jong been a sore in inter· 
island relations and a vast amount of 
West Indians were relieved when the 
American~ decided to invade and were 
ready and willing to give th~ assistance 
they have rendered . For example, in 
Nov . 1980, Barbadian Prime Minister, 
Tom Adams, called on the PRG to hold 
general elections as it promised after 
~~ I 9J9.coup. In reaction , Bishop said 
' the Barbadian government was in· 
terfacing in Grenada's internal affairs 
and called Adams an Uncle Tom to the 
then incoming Reagan administration . 
Back then the PRG even went as far as 
accusing Barbados of complii;:ity with 
the Western powers in preparing for 
war in the Caribbean. 
In Dominica the e11:istence of a 
oeighbouring government which had 
come to power via the gun was :tlso no 
consolation to Prime Minister Eugenia 
Charles. Dominica has been subject to 
no fewer than three attempted coups 
within the past few years , and the right· 
leaning Charles had been at logger- ' 
heads with the Cubans for offering. 
scholarships to Dominicans ~ithout 
first seeking her approval . 
In Jamaica, Prime Minister Ed-
ward Seaga ' s position on Cuba, Grena-
da and communism was well·known. 
Seaga 's pro-Reagan administration has 
been the complete opposite to the 
Something to Think About 
The fallacious account of the inva· 
sion of Grenada given by our govern· 
ment makes a fart:e of American 
democracy . The American press (total-
ly reliant upon government sources) has 
consistently omitted infonnation cruc-
ial to a balanced and reasonable in-
terpretation of the Grenada tragedy . 
In place of coherent news we are 
expected to have faith in unsubstantiat-
ed conjecture alluding to Cuban and 
Soviet involvement in the Grenada 
coup. We are led to believe that Grena-
Michael Manley government it replac-
ed. Early in the life of his temi in office 
Seaga h,ad even gone as far as breaking 
diplomatic relations with Cuba. 
St . Lucia, another one of the coun-
tries which sent troops to Grenada with 
the Americans, has long had a vibrant 
left which had gained ascendency on 
the island in the person of George 
Odium, Deputy Prime Minister in t~e 
St. Lucia Labour Party government 
which fell in 1982 after barely two 
years in office because of internal 
rangling . Current Prime Minister, John 
Compton, who was fll'St replaced by the 
Labour Pany in 1979 and then regained 
power by the ballot in 1982, was well 
aware that the spectre of an arms build-
up in Grenada could threaten his future . 
Odium, who was driven back into op-
posit~on, still had_ political aspirations, 
and he was an ally of Maurice Bishop. 
To Compton and other leaders there 
could have been much credence to 
Reagan 's statement that Grenada bore 
''the Soviet and Cuban trademark, 
which means it will attempt to spread 
the virus among its neighbours .'' 
Therefore , with the coming of fall, 
the cards seemed to be stacked against 
Grenada; and the PRG did not improve 
the situation for itself either. According 
to a statement issued by the Central 
Committee of the New JEWEL Move· 
ment, Prime Mini s ter Mauri c e 
Bishop's consistent refusa l to share 
leadership or the country with others in 
the party was at the root of the break-
down within the PRG. Said the state-
da had been over-run by Cubans pre-
liminary to taking full control for the 
expoQ of revolution throughout the 
Caribbean . 
This scenario of official United 
States stories not only contradicts the 
official statements by Cuba and the 
Soviet Union; the idea of a Cuban· 
backed Grenadian coup disregards all 
common sense . • 
We have also been led to believe , 
(emphatically at the beginning of the 
invasion . that Grenadians were not 
fighting for their national sovereignty 
or in defense of their own revolutionary 
society. This idea has been conveyed 
more by a selective vacuum of informa-
tion than by supportie evidence. 
Reagan· s-eye view of the Grenada 
invasion and precipitating events is so 
slanted and propagandistic that one 
' 
. , 
a1nst 
ment, broadcast on Radio Free Grenada 
on October 18: " ... the truth is that 
during the past year, our pany has faced 
the serious problem of .the constantly 
gorwing desire of Cde. Maurice Bishop 
to exercise sole and exclusive power 
and authority . One of the main princi-
ples of our pany is that of collective 
leadership-that is, that all important 
decisions must be made by the leader-
ship of our pany together, by ~ Cen-
tral Committee, and not by any one 
member of the leadership . Yet during 
the past four and a half years, at many 
important moments in our country's 
history, and on many important issues, 
Cde . Maurice Bishop has deeply 
resented this collective leadership , and 
has taken the position that no action can 
be taken to which he is opposed. At the 
same time he has become increasingly 
hosti le to criticism and increasingly 
suspicious that other members of the 
leadership of the pany, may be trying to 
seize power from him." 
Bi shop 's house arrest angered 
supporters who freed him a day after the 
message was broadcast . But no sooner 
was he free than did he die, apparently 
execution-style at the hands of people 
who were once hi s associates . The 
death of Maurice Bishop removed the 
mobilizing figure , the Fidel Castro of 
the Grenada revolution. And the 
barbarity of the military (which also 
wiped out three other ministers and nor-
mal citizens.the day they killed Bishop) 
heiped to encourage discontent in Ore· 
nada and rally enthusiasm on the island 
wonders whether the American people 
have access to the quality of infonna-
tion upon which intelligent decisions 
about national and international affairs 
First of a 
two part 
• series 
depend . How can democracy exist in 
America--how can the United States 
invade Grenada in the interest of 
rena a 
and in the countries surrounding for the 
intervention that was to come. 
If the far left in Grenada was para-
noid enou~h to murder Bishop there 
was no telling what else they would be 
liable to do, the leadership of the other 
island most likely said to themselves . 
Barbados' Adams was probably haunt-
ed by the memories of that abortive 
coup attempt fonnulated by Barbadian 
expatriate Sidney Burnett-Alleyne in 
1976. And Eugenia Charles of Domin-
ca could only be fearing yet another 
effort to invade her island. 
The Reagan admi,nistration, of 
course, shed no tears over the break-up 
of the PRG, and it would be naive of us 
to believe that the protecting of Amer-
. ican lives and the granting of assistance 
to the neighbouring islands were the 
only reasons behind the US interven-
tion. 
' COM, which this year ·celebrated its 
tenth anniversary. has been the most 
successful effort at Caribbean unity. 
However, already this year, CARI-
COM was on the verge of collapse due 
to the uproar caused by one unilateral 
action by Jama.lea. Without consulting 
other CARICOM states Jamaica (in an 
effort to cam more foreign exchange) 
adopted a parallel rate of exchange for 
the US dollar which put her West Indian 
trading partners at a disadvantage. 
A question now also has to be asked 
concerning the reaction to the Carib-
bean states in the wider forums of the 
Non-Aligned Movement, the Com-
monwealth and the United Nations. 
Jamaica and Barbados arc both mem-
bers of the Non-Aligned Movement, 
and their complicity wilh the United 
States in invading Grenada seems to 
smack of viol'ating a basic tenet of 
The invasion , however, may-have non-alignment---not interfering in "the 
· internal affairs of other states. No mem-
bers of the Commonwealth, including 
its leader Britain, have also publicly 
supported the intervention. And we 
wonder now whether the Caribbean 
states which assisted in the invasion can 
serious implications for the Caribbean 
Community (CARICOM), the t:om-
mon market of the English-speaking 
Caribbean . In the fint place, Barbados, 
Jamaica and the Organization of East-
ern Caribbean States (OECS) went 
ahead with the military move without 
the approval of fellow CARICOM 
states Trinidad and Tobago and 
Guyana. These last two states arc sure 
to raise the point (at the soonest possi-
ble opportunity) that the actions of the 
other islands violated the prins,iple of 
unanimity of CARI COM. The West In-
dies iOtegration movement has· been 
hi storically very shaky . BUt CARI-
furthering democracy, if this govern-
ment and the press make a mockery of 
democracy by slanting public informa-
tion so as to predetermine the public 
sentiment and will? · 
Anyone who has kept up the origins 
and development of the Grenadian 
revolution, who understands the 
relationship between Cuban and Grena-
dian development, and indeed, anyone 
who has taken notice of the friendship 
and collegial relations between Fidel 
Castro and Maurice Bishop must cone-• 
ede that for Cuba to support the over-
throw and murder of Bishop makes 
absolutely no sense. 
The Cuban (and Soviet) government 
denounced, promptly and in no un-
certain terms, the coup by the dissent-
ing faction of Grenada's New Jewel 
Movement prior to the U.S. invasion. 
, 
ever speak at forums of the Com-
monwealth or the United Nations and 
be taken seriously. 
The United States' allies in the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
have (publicly, at least) decried ~ 
Grenada invasion. Indeed, in deciding 
t9(take the military action, the US 
isnorcd British advice against such a 
mOve. This was a serious action in light · 
of NATO's plans to soon install US-
.controlled nuclear missiles in Western 
Europe . The British have already 
specualted aloud whether (based on its 
behaVious in Grenada) the US would 
ignore their advice when a decision has 
-to be made about launching those 
weapons. 
' They. had urged Grenadian Ieodenhip · 
to be cautious in resolving its amflicts 
so as not to undennine Grenada's larger 
interests in socialism, shared with 
CUba, by destabilizing the stable and 
popular Marxist government under 
Bishop. 
Such a catasnophy would .lend Gre--
nada to the propaganda, and much 
more, military devices of the United 
States government. It makes 
sense from the point of vilw of socialist 
nations and we have since witocssccl 
proof of the soundness of that positioo. 
Y ct the information providOd by our 
government and press misrepresents, 
by association, conjecture, and a 
spurious lack of detail, that Cuba 
supported the coiip and that we are at 
continued on page 7 
ilar reasons . 
1 All along Washington tried· to do 
everything in its power to restrict in-
rernational lending to Grenada, even 
though organizations such as the Carib-
bean Development Bank, the Organiza-
·senate hill helps to eli111i11ate aparatheid 
tion of Petroleum &porting Countries By CHERIE WARD 
a)>d the International Monetary Fund Special to the Hilltop 
s8w it fit to lend to Grenada . For ex-
apipJe, the US blocked the PRG 's 
efforts to secure European Economic 
Community aid for its international air-
pPrt, and later offered ~ million to the 
Claribbean Development Banlc on the 
" o mdition that none of the money go to 
Ol-cnada. In the latter instance the US 
'¥as actually encouraging the bank to 
violate its charter, however, good sense 
i>revailed and the money (with the 
String attached) was refused . 
' 
> A particularly sore point in Grenada· 
On Thurntay, October 27, the U.S. 
House of Representatives , by a 218 
voice vote, passed Congressman Wil· 
Iiam H. Gray's, D-PA, amendment thta 
prohibits new investments in South 
Africa. 
According. to Gray, '' for more than 
two years, with the support of my col-
leagues of the Congressional Black. 
Caucus I have work.Cd to gain passage 
of legislation to end U.S. economic 
·support for the South African apartheid 
system.'' . 
• The amendment directs 91e president 
to develop regulations prohibiting all 
new investments in South Africa . 
These economic sanctions will be lifted 
when both the president and the Con-
gress determine that South Africa has 
made substantial progress toward 
eliminating their apartheid system. 
''The outstanding support by the 
members of the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives was indicative of the fact that 
the current administration's policy of 
''constructive engagement'' is not 
working,'' said Gray . 
Any action taken by the U .S . must 
therefore be direct, to signal the South 
African Government that the U.S . will 
no longer provide economic gains for 
the repressive government of South 
Africa, Gray added. 
Gray's amendment moderately cuts 
down economic support or apartheid, 
while at the same time managing not 
interfere. with the seven to $14 billion 
export - import trade between the 
United States and South Africa. Nor 
does the amendment require that any 
American corporation presently in 
South Africa to divest its opccation and 
leave the country . Neither does it pre-
vent the reinvesbncnt of profits earned 
by those f1I1lls in South Africa who arc 
U.S . .:Owned subsidiaries. .death of nearly one-third of itS Black 
The need for c;oogressional action to ·labor leaders; the~~ of 't.: 70 
haltnewinvestmcntinSouthAfricahas , percc.nt Black maJonty to an 1m-
grown since the introduction of the bill .JIOvenshcd 13 percent of. the land, and 
,in May 1981 , Repression in South Afri- ;the cstablishmcbt of a military roo1ncil 
ca has become more harsh for the 80 ;tbatmsurcstheSouthAfricanat*lbad 
pcn:cnt majority, including tllosC who ~m will "main intact an: reveoled 
I bor . Ame . bs'di . . th ID the StabSllCS as well a 1n ncan su 1 anes 1n at Gray said he tceJs mat the pus•q ot 
country· ;his legislation is a ''major victory for 
South Africa is the only country in Black America because this is the first 
the free world which practices legally :time in the istory of the United St•· 1 
mandated racial segregation and op- .history that the U.S. House of R<pe-
pression. Statistics show that the prac- sentati.vca bas taken such diRct a::tiuij 
rices in South Africa have resulted in a :aimed at correcting the incquiticl in 1be 
semi-slave status for 80 percent of its 'political, social and economic life of 
population. The jailing, torture and South Africa.•• ~S relations was the refusal of the US exttadite ·fot111er Grenadian Prime inister, F.ric Gairy, who was granted ~litical asylum in the US when the 
i979 coup ~ at the time he was 
~ New York. A matter of weeks before 
d' e bloodshed in St . George's and the 
Student studies mass media in • r1ca 
.. 
, 
~ invasio.n, Gairy mysteriously .:C::O::U:::R=IE=N:-:--A-::Y-W_l_L_L_IAM _ S__ _ 
reappeared 10 the Can6bean . Fairy Hillto Stalfwriter 
sPmtck>lctoamonthinBarbados,and ___ P__________ _ 
apparaatly wanted to stay longer had Greg Anderson , a student from 
hiJ puspori oot expired and he was Hampshire College in Amhcnt, Mass,, ~back to the US . was privileged to work and study for a 
I The historical context also includes a year on a research fellowship in Mach a-
l~& RCOrd of American military in- kos, Kenya, East Africa. 
torveotioa in the Cuibbean ·this cen- Anderson said he found out about the 
lllr)'. In 191S and 1916 US ttoop> were opponunity through a seminar at his 
sent to Haiti and the Dominican collge, and upon taking a leave of abs-
' Rb,ublic . In the fmt case, a similar ence ftom school, he became a visiting 
~~to tha~ cited for the Grenada in- scholar at Friends World College in 
v~tKJD was given-to restore order. In Kenya, working for Trans World Radio 
dif 1eoom', the reuon was to prevent and the All Africa Press Service. 
E y from landing troops oo the Andenon Sfid when he woritcd with But 1he IDOll memorable occa- Trans World Radio, he was a freelanc-wu the abortive Bay of Piss inva· er, writing, on the advice of his direc-
&ioo of Cuba in April 1961. In that tor, on his personal cxpericDCCi with 
iDatancc, CIA-backed anri-Caslro drugs to help nepte the use of drugs in 
ciibu refu-atlelnpled to chanp: the the born of Africa. 
t1t!oD lllR • )CR-old Cuban government After the good n"lpllDSC from An· 
I • 
' I 
I 
derson ' s drtig broadcast, the director of 
Trans World Radio introduced him to 
the director of the African Press Service 
upon which time he wrote a piece on the 
strategic importance of Africa . 
· Anderson was asked if he considers 
his experience an internship, and he 
responded, ''Well, I hesitate to-call it 
that,"· for he considers it more of a 
study experience in that he was study-
ing mass media and Swahili, the nation-
al language of Kenya. ID explaining his 
siudy on tlic Kenyan mass media, An-
derson states that his thesis was design-
ed to study the mc•ns of media integra-
tion ''because the country is divenc 
thirty diffemit tribes, (and) how did 
they (the media) foster national con-
. .. 
SCIOUSDCSI . 
~.. to Andcnon, "They (the 
media) have seven 11'aJonai -
that they bcowlcnt in ei&htoen tribal 
languages; if the people speak Somali, 
they hire a Somalian, a member of the 
tribe, to brQadcast the program-this 
gives national unity." 
The other research topic that A!t-
derson explored was his critique of 
Kenya's first vice-president, Obiri.ga 
Odinga, and the role that he played in 
" 
Grenada Comm~ntary 
so did Fanon," and that the two ''be-
lieved in egalitarism. '' 
In dcocribing the media, Andcnon 
states that Kenyan television is ~ 
entertainment and 20'il> educational, 
with 4()j(, of programs poduccd local-
ly . He said that television is broadcast 
from 10:00 am to 11 :00 pm, and that a 
good ponion of the programs ue syn-
dicated from American and Britisb 
-- ' In comporiq the U.S. to Kenya, the 
bilgcst diffenoncc, noted Andc!IOll, 
the independence struggle in Kenya wu the lack of lieorlom among Ibo 
comparod to the llnlgglc in Algeria a"'1 peas, in that all material printed or 
Fnnz Fanon. Andcnon wanted to dis- broodcast must be favonble to the p· 
cover if Odinga was as radical as Fanoo ernment, and if you ~ with the 
in Algeria, He concloded that Odinga government, you ...,;accordiDg to An-
''had a lot in common with FaDIVt of ' denoo ''arJred,''orl*linjlilext.wbat 
Alpria; Fal"lll bollewellac'1111'* llllG > ••d 11 'kll,.... llilL" 
ale aDd to did Odi ... ''He 1Mk11dtlw When you .. ''t· \ed,'' A•'1 IOll 
<Minp ''de""ed 1°o<olmiaJiun and ....... tbe ., ..... at raerva Chi 
' 
. . 
right to confiscate matCrial that dcJ es not 
go aloog with their ideology. and wbea 
a penon i.xpa ierx:es •• delallion witll-
out trial," Andenon says tluit a penoa 
maybe impri9Cllled, without trial, for an 
indifinite period of time for no• 
coopenting with the go"ePuc ent on a 
&ivea U.ae. 
~. • • •:-.1: •• A •  5114 Li WOI'' .•••,IK W 
... ''to ba¥C faleip eq •. R 
isirrc I tie,'' ..a dllllllo b 11ir:v• 1bll 
tlil will Mlp him ia hia +h+11 i..>11 ID 
••• 
1 
• ldlool. He ... beJtriel tblt 
Ila 'r •'I cr'eace aiwa·1be •r'r• 
··•s r1 ... ~. 1•epctina of prob'1 s 
•~••..,.pectic iD clr•1lc1' I oa •. ,, .. 
ID It' 11llii .. ol .tva far MMde 41 ODS -
·•• '&''21 •'• c1 f 1 An' w 
'*• he.•'l•Qllllllo 
te4JCCIDM1' 'J p ... llllClllln(llQ _ __ ... .. 
-. 
• 
' 
• 
' 
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Q. 1 What was your Immediate reaction to the U.S. military 
invasion of Grenada? What are your viewpoints on the 
matter? . 
0. 2 What is your overall assessment of the 1983 
Homecoming events and· programs? 
Norris Lindsey 
New Orleans, La, 
Ph.D. candidate 
Chemistry 
I. My first reaction ws one 
of shock. The first question 
entering my mind· was why a 
military. invasion? The U.S. 
was wrong for invading 
Grenada ,- particularly for.ihe 
methods employed. This is 
anot.her fime 1 example of 
P,res1den1 . Reagan imposi~g 
his own views on the pubhc · 
, w~out gaining the consent of 
the peoole. 
. . 
• ' 
• 
2. I participated in most of 
the events and thought most · 
of them were well plan{led and 
entertning. l would like to 
commend the Homecoming 
co m-mittee and Howard 
University on an excellent 
1983 Homecoming. 
Beverly Russau 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Doctoral student 
School of Social Work 
1. I was shocked because I was just 
getting over the impact or the bomb-
ing of the Marines in Beirut. I 
hadn't even digested that. I do not 
have enough information to assess 
whether the attack was warranted or 
not . My gut reaction is that it was 
an over-zealous act. 
* 2. Being a doctoral student makes 
it difficult to get involved in extra-
c urri cu lar activities suc h as 
Homecoming. I support the 
Homecorning activit'ies and think 
1hey beneril 1he siudent body. 
Karen Brown 
Gary, Indiana 
Economics 
Junior 
1. My immediate reaction ws 
shock and disbelief. The U.S. had 
an eye on Grenada for some time. 
The incident (the murder of Bishop) 
was an excuse for the U.S. to invite 
. themselves to Grenada. It is not 
necessary for us to meddle in 
foreign affairs, particulary when we 
have enough problems of our own. 
President Reagan is definately plac· 
ing too much emphasis on foreign 
military affairs when our money 
and manpower could be used in 
developing meaningful social pro· 
grams that would benefit U.S . 
citize n s . . 
• 
Francoise Jean-Michel 
Port-au-Prince, Haiti 
Zoology 
Junior 
, 
I. My initial reaction was surprise 
that the U.S. took such a forceful 
action. I do not believe that the 
U.S. needs to be so involved in other 
countries politics . 
* 
2. I was only able to attend the 
fashion show, but fou,nd it to be en-
joyable. I can not say...ifthat was a 
reflection of the 1983 Homecoming 
in general. 
• 
. 
Vincent Williams 
Chlcage, Dllnols 
PolltiCal Science 
senior 
I. Shocked!! Confused!! I could 
not see what immediate concerns we 
had in that region. After gaining 
more information, I was led to 
believe that America acted . in haste 
and without proper planning. 
Needless to say, American livCs were 
I o s t • 
* 
2. Those that I were privy to at· 
tend were belter organized then last 
year . The cnthuiasm and spirit was 
extremely low. Very little was done 
to bring in the Homecoming spirit; 
hopefully, next year ·we can do a lit· 
tie more to bring out the true spirit 
of Homecoming. 
• 
' I 
I ·- ~ ..... • • . . 
2. The programs were nice, but f 
was not pleased with the matter of 
distribution of the tickets for the 
Homecoming evCnts. Along with 
the other state club presidents, I was 
very upset with the organization of 
the noat committee. Therefore, 
many clubs could not participate in 
lhe parade as planned. Even though 
I enjoyed Homecoming, I hope the 
organization will imprQve next year. Sound Off Photo~raphy by Darryl B. Fields 
' 
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' 
• 
• 
•SBPA BUSINESS SOCIETY 
''Internationas Business: 
MA.RKETING CLUB 
''Ma'rketing Black Hair 
Care'' Blackburn 
Auditorium 
ASSOCIATION ''Becoming Compute 
''Women in Business'' Literate'' 
• l 
I 
\ 
Room 105• 
'DRESS FOR 
SUCCESS'' 
ASHION SHOW 
LACKBURN 
ALLROOM 
p.m.-8 p.m. 
' 
\/ 
An_ Economy's Destfny-
Our Future'' 
SBPA Rooin 105 
12 noon-3 p.m. 
. NSBL 
'.'Black Entrepreneurship: 
Past, Present, Future'' 
SBP A Room 105 
1 p;m.-3 p.m. 
Blackburn Forum Room SBPA Room 105 
12 noon-1:30 p.m. 11 a.m.-1 p.m. 1 p.m.-3 p.m . . 
• 
FINANCE CLUB NAB.A 
''Investing in Our Future'' ''Mint and 
Blackburn Forum Microcomputers: 
1 p.m.-3 p.m. ' Their Effect on the 
-
''Advertising in the 80's'' 
SBPA Room I 05 
. . 
2 p.m.-3:30 p.m . 
MANAGEMENT CLUB Accounting 
''ManagemeJ:!t Counseling'' ATS INSURANCE Profession'' 
Blackburn Center ·SOCIETY EVENING 
2 p.m.-3:30 p.m. ''Technology & ACTIVITIES: 
CHARLES H.HOUSTON Insurance'' BANQUET _ _ 
PRE- LAW SOCIETY · EVENING Disi:>lay_ Booth CAPI'f AL fIJL TON 
''The Future ·Legal ACTIVITIES: Blackburn Center HOTEL 16 & K ST 
Enviroment-Increased Use , 120nd Floolr Lobby N.W. 
of Arbitration and ''NETWORKING. a.m.- p.m. KEYNOTE 
Mediation''. A KEY.to SUCCESS'' ''Insuring an~ Reinsuring .SPEAKER: 
SBPA R?om 105 Alumni Reception OurWay''Luncheon THURM.AN 
1 p.m.-2.30 _p.m. Blackburn Art Gallery Blackburn Baliroom / MCKINZIE 
EVENING 6:30 p,m.-9 p.m. . 12 noonl:30 p.m. ' CO-FOl!NDER~E 
. ACTIVITIES: ''~einsurance:A Mystery ECUTIVE VICE 
''BLACK . ·· Worth Solving'' : P~Sl'DEN'fM~ 
. ~ENTREPRENEUR- . Blackburn Center PRODUCTS COfyf-
SHIP . . 4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. 6;30 P.M.-9·4~.J>.M. 
Claude AFfER BANQUB'l' 
Rox borough, Esquire , AFFAIR· 
10 P.M.-2:30 A:M • ' • 
• 
• I 
I 
' 
I 
• 
' ~ 
' . 
\ 
• 
' . ' 
• 
i 
-·. 
• 
• 
• 
\ 
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK 
America: Love It or Leave It 
Here we go again. No sooner had 
U .S. Marines waded ashore on Grena-
; da before every leftist in America 
' ' 
'· crawled out from under his or her rock, 
' ' bopped up on the nearest soap box, to 
' 
~ry Yankee imperialism. Some of the 
most dissonant whining emanated from 
the bowels of this campus. 
I It seems that every year, some issue arises that riles the University's more 
1
1
. bellicose anti-Americans . This year it's 
Grenada. Of course, the campus leftists 
I couldn't wait to spew their hackneyed .diatribes . We've heard them all 
i beforo--the United States is (take your 
pick( : 1) oppressive, 2) regressive, 3) 
militaristic, 4) capitaliStic ~ 5) racist, ad 
nauscum. • 
I It is particularly ironic that students on this campus (of all campuses) deride i the federal govenynent, considering 
the fact that the government's $145 
million-plus annual :subsidy to the Uni-
versity msures that students here pay 
less for their education that do students 
at comparable institutions . Further-
more, over 90 percent of students here 
' --
., receive some form of govemmerlt-
sponsored financial aid . 
I It is ihe height of hypocrisy for stu· dents at this University to hoot and holl-
er about the so-called ''oppressive and 
1murderous'' U .S . government, then 
tum around aqd accept federal govern-
ment educational aid handouts.. If the 
capitalistic U.S. is corrupt , as asserted 
by campus leftists, then the Ji::ftists must 
1be corrupt as well since they partake of 
the fruits of that ' ·~orruption'' in their 
'willing acceptance of government 
largess. 
f And campus leftists err when they 
~ugest that they are entitled to the 
governmenr-based educational sup-
jl. 
.t 
. 
port. There is nothing in the U.S . Con-
stitution that declares financial aid an 
inalienable right, alonside life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness . So, rather 
than biting the hand that feeds, students 
should be grateful that the government 
sponsors Pell Grants, National Direct 
Student Loans, Guarenteed Student 
Loans, and other assorted fonns of 
financial aid . It does not have to be that 
way in this country. In more frugal na-
tions such generosity does not exist. 
in France, for example, studen~ 
donr't worry about financial aid-they 
worry about passing a govemment-
sponsored examination that detennines 
who is admitted to that nation's univer-
sities. If a student does not fare well on 
the test, he or she does not get a un-
iveristy education . If the same standard 
was applied in the U.S.-with the gov-
ernment financially supporting the 
education of students who fare best on a 
standardized test- 95 percent of the 
students on this campus would not even 
get a university education (since only 
about five percent of students here re-
ceive above average scores on the 
SAT) . 
That is why it is ludicrous for stu-
dents at this University to lambast the 
U.S. for being opprissive . Sure, this 
nation has some serious flaws, but to 
suggest-as some of the campus' more 
recalcitrant malcontents have--that it is 
the most loathsome place in the world 
to reside is utterly absurd . If the cam-
pus ' anti-Americans feel they suffer so 
much under the U.S. political system, 
they should take their excess govern-
ment aid money and purchase a ticket 
on the next boat out of the country. 
Those of us who believe that blacks 
have a stake in America will be at the 
dock waving goodbye. 
a ' • Creeping Communism 
As long as we are talking about lef-
ists. we might as W!!ll mention the 
bloodsucking communi sl leeches who 
have latched on to this campus. It has 
gotten 10 he point where a person can-
1 not walk past the University Center or 
~e Administration Pt1i lding without be-
·ing harassed by these boisterous neo-
Bolsheviks. 
I ' It would not be so bad if these red 
enaces were Univ~rsity studen1s , but 
they arc not . The are white ant i-
'establishmentarian r.i.dicals who have 
1
come to stir up trouble on our black 
\campus . In other words. they have 
(coine 10 bring light to the ignorant black 
tnasses. 
,i 
.; If one actually speaks to these con1-
munis1s, ,9r reads their literature. one 
discovers the truth aboul their sort : they 
are more racist that even the most dog-
matic ulturaconservatives . Of course. 
they will argue that they are not racist , 
~ they will point 10 the screaming 
headlines in their propagandisl ic 
''news' ' -papers thal ex:hon their sym-
pathizers to ''SMASH THE KLAN ," ~ 
.. PROTEST U.S. IMPERIALISM IN 
GRENADA, " or something simi lar. 
But those seemingly anti-racist head-
lines mask their hidden agenda . 
. . 
1 Communist tacticians believe they 
can eventually overthrow the United 
Stales by rallying 1ogether the working 
class of the country. The place 10 slart, 
they believe , is with the most wretched 
group of people in the U.S.; the class of 
people they believe to have no chance 
of,rising above a lowly posi1ion in soci-
ely . 
' They believe blacks fit this mold . 
They believe that, no matter how much 
education blacks get, no matter how 
many polilical victo ries blacks win, no 
which how much economic progress 
blacks make , they w·ill still be the most 
wr.ctched c lass in the United States . 
Well not even the most belligerent ul-
traconservative harbors any nlore racist 
beliefs than those just mentioned . 
• 
Regardless of what they may say , 
1hese self-serving communists don't 
want to see blacks make progress. They 
want blacks to forever believe that they 
have no stake in lhis natioO--:a nation 
thal their foreparents he)ped build-
and 1hat they are pentjanently dis-
enfranchised . Thank Godiblack leaders 
like />I. Phillip Randolph and Rev. Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. didn ' t hold that 
shonsighted view , otherwise we might 
still be sining on lhe back of the bus and 
eating at segregated lunch counters. 
By the way, ask one of those com-
munists about Dr . King . Watch them 
stammer as they try to explain to you 
that he was bad for black people be-
cause he was ··counterrevolutionary.'' 
Dr . King sold out black people , these 
white communists lel l us, because he 
urged black civil rights demonstrators 
nol to give way to violent protest. Isn ' t 
·that ironic-ultraconserva~ives like 
Sen. Jesse Helms assail Dr. King for 
being a communist sympathizer; and 
communists assail Dr. King for 001 ad-
apting a revo lutionary communist 
posture. 
It is inleresting to note that groups on 
the extreme opposite ends of the politi-
cal spectrum-ultra-conservalives and 
• 
communists-both have inherently ra-
cists mentalities (albeit, anived at for 
different reasons} . Neither group offers 
any hope for black people . A pox on 
both of their houses . 
The Hilltop 
D. Orlando Ledbetter, Editor·in-Chief 
Henry Boyd HaU, Executive Editor 
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The University's Academic Dilemma 
E~lor's Nott: Tltis col1111111, wltlclt 
,,,,,,.uff Oft I/tis pagt ldst wnk, WCI ri/I 
willt IJ/#s•lli"I 1rrors. Btttuat of dw 
fT'Gl'ily o/tM sllbjul 'lfdtr, w M" .. 
riktl to npriltl ii ill ib tlllinty. 
By Joseph-Perkins 
President Cheek has often said thar he 
desires to make this University an insritui-
tion of ''the fmt rank.'' As recently as Con-
vocation Day, the President echoed this 
theme, suggesting, according to the ''Cap-
stone ,' ' that ''there is no place at (the Uni-
versity) for a person with the belief that a 
predominantly black institution has to be 
inferior to a predominantly white institu-
tion . ' • 
Of course, the President's COJ\UllCnlS arc 
earnest and his desire noble, but the statisti-
, 
cal data compiled by the University itself 
incontrovertibly indicates thlt the Univer-
sity is not, in fact, an institution of the first 
rank . Certainly, there are numerous bright 
spots at the University-we have a number 
of talented students and distinguished fac-
On Academics 
ulty who would shine gloriously at even the 
most luminous Ivy League schools . 1be 
problem is, we don'1 have enough of those 
high caliber students and faculty . 
The academic dilemma begins with the 
University's admissions policies . Accord-
ing to William H. Sherrill, Dean of Ad-
missions and Records, the Universicy re-
quires that studenls attain # minimum 
cumulative score of 700 on the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) to be admitted . The 
problem is. the University has a propensity 
to admit hundreds of students who do not 
meel the minimum requirement . In faCt, 
there are some students on campus who 
have scored 200-300 points below the mini-
mum requirement (which means that they 
have earned almost as low a score on ~ 
SAT as possible) . · -
On the other end , the University is having 
trouble attracting 1opnotch s1udentsl who 
have fared well on the SAT. Out' of some 
Letters to the Edito1· 
8, 100 undergraduates, no more than 60 
have scored IOOOorbettcronthetest. Whal 
that means is, less than one percent of the 
students on campus finish the SAT at or-
above 1000, the magical cUIOff figures that 
signifies to most educators in the countiy 
that a university is very competitive 
academically . ' 
Because of the great disparity between 
students at the high and low ends at the 
University, there is an unevenness in most 
classes. 'Ibeorctically speaking, if a class 
has students of both 400 caliber and 1000 
caliber, then the democratic instJUCtor has 
to conduct the class at a 700 level. Both 
groups of students suffer. The students at 
the low end arc frustrated because they can't 
keep up and the students at the high end are 
frustrated because they are noc. sufficiently 
challenged. This situation, which occurs a11 
too frequently at the Univenity, has created 
a condition of general academic mediocrity . 
• • 
It is unfair to blame the University's low-
end students for the school's academic 
mediocrity. Part of this University's mis-
sion, in fact , is to ''uplift'' students of this 
kind. With its mission in mind, the Univer-
sity gambles on a nwnber of thcSe students 
every yeir. And the record shows that the 
University has taken some of those 
students-many of whom have scored be-
low 700 on the SAT-GKI turned them into 
academically exemplary students . 
Unfortunately, those cases of poor stu-
dents transmogrifying into good students 
are more the exception than the rule. Most 
of the low.end students spend most of their 
collegiate careers drowning in a sea of aca-
demic problems . How else d0es one 
account for one-quarter of the University's 
students being on academic probation? 
lf the University feels obliged to admit 
low.end students then it should feel equally 
obliged to place those students in a remedial 
program that will bring them up to accept-
able University standards. The remedial 
training the University now provides by 
way of the Academic Reinforcement 
Center-is just not enough. Tragically , 
there are some students 1on campus who are 
actually functionally illiterate. 
Following the classical method of teach-
ing, this University teaches students 
sequentially . For example , a student com-
' I 
' pletcs Elemental)' Latin I before moving on 
to Elementary Latin D. A problem arises 
when the instructor who teaches the first 
course in a sequence fails to adequately 
teach students. 1ltose undertraincd studenu 
move on to the next course in the sequence 
and, if the insbUctor teaches the course 
according to where those students should be 
in the sequence, those students arc lost. 
That terrible situation occurs in RW'IY aca-
demic areas because some instructon arc 
either leSs pre~ than othe!'s to train stu-
dents or less committed than others . 
As is the case with the University 's stu-
dents, there is a high and low end among the 
University's faculty . Just as high.end stu-
dents are frustrated when the level of in-
struction in a class is not sufficiently 
challenging to them, high-end faculty arc 
frustrated when they are compelled to 
''teach down'' to mediocre students . The 
only place the University's best and brigh~­
est srudents and faculty come together are in 
the handful of honors courses the Univenity 
offers . 1bc problem is, honors courses arc 
not offered in all of the University's schools 
and colleges. 
The University's faculty are also saddled 
with the burden of having to teach three or 
four courses a semester. Very few 
academically superior schools impose such 
an exacting requirement on their facul-
ty . The law of diminishing return suggests 
that the more courses an instructor teaches a 
semester, the less effective the instructor 
will be in each course. 
Because the University's faculty have to 
spend so much of their time lecturing, mak-
ing homework assignments , giving quizzes 
and grading papers, they don' t have enough 
time to devote to scholarly purs.uits like 
reading the latest publications pertaining lo 
their fields. conducting research in their 
academic area, writing for scholarly jour· 
nals and attending conferences in their 
fields (so that they can keep up with the 
work of their colleagues). 
• Under those teaching conditions, even 
the most talented and energetic faculty 
members will become effete. No fmt-ratc 
instructor in his or her right mind would 
eschew an offer from a ''faculty friendly'' 
school like Harvard, the University of Cali-
fornia. Berkeley or the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology-where they would 
DOl be shack.Jed by heavy course kwl•, 
owac1owdcd cl•r·=s, little time for research 
and writing, etc .-40 KCCpt ID offer It this 
University. To do 10 would be m•socbisric. 
For this University to become an imtitu-
tioO of the-fust rank, u the President envi-
sions, the academic environment on campus 
must be improved piecemeal . The fmt 
stcp---convincing people that the University 
must upgrade its ICademic st•nd•rds may 
be the most difftcult to accomplish, as 
Michael Winston, Vice President for Ac.-
demic Alfa.in attests . ''Some people say , 
'We don't want to be like Harvard,' ''Dr. 
Winston says. ''We sltowldn't be a copy,' ' 
he ugucs, ''bUt fuoctiooally we lhould pro-
duce Jelden like Harvard.· · 
The second step is to nise admi.uionr 
slandards land udcnlly rocndt """' high 
caliber studncts. The avenge SAT score for 
the University's frcsbman corollces ahoul4., 
be 900--tbe nalional a._....,.i no stu-
dent scoring bckvt' 800 should be .drn.itted 
without rust being interviewed by an ad-
missions cemmittcc to Jeta•••ine whclher 
or oot that student bas the molivalion and 
the capacity lO beef up his or her machemati-
cal and verbal skills. The Univenity should 
offer high caliber studeuts---chose judied 1o 
be above tbe 80lb. peaceutile in the nlliQn 
full acOdemic acboi.nhipo. 
1bc third seep is to la1en die burden on 
the University's faculty and to spend a title 
money recruiting the black academicians 
who have distiogui&hed themselves in their 
fields. Oassiftcatioos of junior and senior 
faculty should be established: and their 
responsibilities delinemcd. Junior faculty 
should shoulder most of the teaching load 
and senior faculty should be able to devoce 
more of their time to scholarly research and 
writing . 
Of' course, other things will also have to 
be done to improve the academic environ-
ment at the University. However. the three 
aforementioned steps represent the starting 
points for that improvement . This Univer-
sity has a proud tradition of turning out 
some of the finest black minds in the nation . 
If we arc to be true to that tradition, we must 
begin immediately to solve our academic 
dilemma. 
Mr. Perkins is winMr of a Sigma Delta 
Chi award for editorial conuMntary. 
• 
r The Intellectual Decline of the University 
" Howard University. ·· the capstone of 
black education,'' is in the process of de-
cline and is becoming an intellectual 
embarrass ment . A prominenl Howard 
alumnus and former univenity staff an.x-
ney recently has won an out-of-court settle-
menl with Howard charging tha1 he was the 
victim of sex discrimination . He also has 
acknowledged becoming disillusioned with 
the university's adn1inistration. which he 
once respected . As a result of the publicily 
thal this unfonunate case received in Th~ 
Hilltop . 1he president of 1he university 
summarily expelled lhe editor of the paper 
last year. Following massive s1udent pro-
lests and faculty cries of ai;:adcmic repres-
sion. together with ambivalent court de-
cisions, the sludent edilor was allowed to 
resume her courses at Howard . Moreover. · 
in two racial discrimination sui1s brought by 
while faculty members . Howard Universiiy 
sough1 unsuccessfully 10 defend such prac-
tices by maintaining that as an historically 
black university it had a right 10 give prefer-
ence to blacks in hirings and promotions . 
After aJJ of these disturbing events {the 
fallout from which many observers think the 
present administration of Howard will never 
overcome), several university ad-
ministralors were unceremoniously forced 
out of office, including the vice president 
for aca_demic affairs, the direc1or of Found-
er's Library, lhedcan oflhe Jaw school, and 
depar1ment chairmen in 1he com-
munications school. Although the general 
counsel retired . he continues 10 remain em-
ployed by the university. 
Significanl!J, the Howard University ad-
ministration has apparen1ly embraced what 
it understands as a corporate fonn of gov-
ernance, which. unfoituna1ely , has placed 
the acquisition of increasing amounts of 
money substan1ially over the serious quest 
for academic excellence. In the process. the 
universi1y has acquired a financial deficit 
reaching beyond Sl~I million . As a result, 
faculty members have been forced to take 
on an increased teaching load, and 
nonfacalty employees have been ordered to 
undergo a salary freeze . Moreover, lhc un-
iversity's administrative elite has announc-
ed an intent 10 evaluale closely all university 
programs for savings and quality . Some 
university insiders have ex.pressed the fear 
that this may mean the tennination of some 
academic programs on an administraton hit 
list. 
How have all these unsetlling events 
come to characterize the nalion 's foremost 
black institution of higher learning and how 
might Howard University be saved from 
intelleccual collapse are the subjects of 
.much controversy throughout the campus. 
Integration. it might be argued, has per-
manently damaged black education in 
America . Howard, for instance. does noc 
attract the caliber of students it used to. 
Twenty years ago , Howard would have 
been the naturaJ choice of the moSt promis-
ing black high school graduates. whose en-
try iato predominantly white universities 
was blocked or at least hindered by strict 
racial quotas. As this discriminatory barrier 
was tom down, Howard has suffered. 
. -
1bc same was uue for black college in-
stNctors . Howard was literally boCb an in-
~Uectual mecca and an ac*mic 111K'ft·s:y 
in a profession dOminaled by wbikl. Ju 
faculty was and remains mYlticulnnl. but 
lhe Howard University of old could bolst of 
...... of fin•-- block ....... , Ralpb 
Bunche in political sciea."'C: E. Pranklin 
Frazier ii IOCiolop; Caner 0 . Woorlloo. 
William'Leo HM'NIT), lobar Hope I\ '. 
Jin, and Rayford Logan in history; Sterling 
Brown and Arthur Davis in literature; Alain 
Locke in philosophy; Kelly Miller in educa-
tion; and Charles Houston in law. Today, 
Howard's leading scholars have died. retir-
ed, or gone to ocher institutions. Many new 
facully members arc being drawn from the 
I . _. _:, __ ,_to, -.'.>I. 
raUs of Howard's own O<X:rolll1 s1uucnts 
resulting in a kind of cultural lnibrecding . 
Others come from the large stock of young 
white and black Ph .D.s educated else-
where. Most arc frustrated by lhecondi1ions 
they fmd at Howard, but glad to be working 
at a time when university faculty positions 
.,. scarce. 
Like other historically black colleges, . 
Hbward University has become by its very 
nature an ''academic hospital ... It is a ref-
uge for many students who have graduated 
from urban secondary schools (many of 
wtiich have become ''factories for fail -
ure''), but who are incapable or unwilling to 
undertake the kind of rigorous wort. normal -
ly required in college . Howard has become 
the last hope for economically dis-
enfranchised student: who might do well at 
other universities but, since the reduction of 
student financial aid and scholarships for 
black students, come to Howard because of 
its relatively low tuition . For this reason 
then; tends to be a great variation in stu-
dents' abilities . lt is not unusual io find in a 
liberal arts school freshman class, for ex-
' ample, a few students who are ta1ented and ing academic and personnel standards: un-
highly motivated among many who read ifonnJy . Hence, evaluation not f.x repres-
and write only with difficulty . sioo but for improvement is commanded. 
Some persons knowledgeable about Ho- Encouraging faculty research and -cunicu-
ward's past suggest that academic standards tum innovation can place Howard's faculty 
gradually declined f~~~1h&~~~-tfo!-~,,~~ -~~~ .~ cutting ·~ '!! ·~ 
pus revolt. Many requ.1red ·sub)Ccts we~ .. dC~oeuts 1n their acadenuc d1sc1plmes 
eliminated and me· &.ffeCted"11epafttnents; ~"'eiicOurag'ing them to contribute new ideas 
such as English, philosophy, alld foreign and concepts (cultural, political, and eco-
language, became doomed to an '' irrele- nomic) important for understanding con-
vant'' death from lack of interest. The de- temporary and future changes in a nation 
cline of standards also has been witnessed in and in a w.xld increasingly influenced by 
other departments as many frustrated fac- new scientific and technological de-
ulty members have given up on the cha!- vclopments . 
lenge 'of motivating their students to seek Ac a time when some black colleges are 
intellectual excellence. The 1968 revolt, in becoming defunct or being absorbed into 
the view of many, can be considered as the state systems. finding a solution to Ho-
culminating point in the process which sep- ward's dilenuna is urgent. For whdhcr Her 
arated the academically ascending Howard ward becomes a center of learning or sinks 
of old from the intellectually declining Ho- further into intellectual degenentioo de-
ward of today . pends upon the direction it sets f.x itself 
What is to be done? Howard University now. Howard will have to find a way to 
has two alternatives . It can continue to de- resolve irs identity crisis and detennine 
cline and finally disin1egrate scholastically what its role as a university should be. The 
or it can rejuvenate itself academically and administration, faculty, staff, and 
administratively and give leadership in a students despite frequent tension anioog 
rapidJy changing nation . What is urgently cbem-will be required 10 wort together to 
required is a serious self.evaluation of all make Howard University once again a 
aspects of the university as the administra- respecblbk: imtihdicirn . Mow.d's p: 1cDC 
tion has announced. However, the assess- sin1atioomnountato.lbcultim, testofsur-
ment should be for the purpose of strcng- vivalforblackhigbcrcdieceQorillAmcrica. 
thcning and improving academic programs, Ftederict D. J• \ 900 
lifting faculty and staff morale , and apply- Wrhj lllJU 
Some Blacks Benefit, Most Suffer in South Africa 
. 
This letter is in response to Dr. Williams 
article ''Blacks Hu.rt by Sanctions on South 
Africa'' which appcan::d in the 6<ith volume 
of The Hill10p (Oct. 14, 1983). 
It is with grcar regret to note that Dr. 
Williams displays the naivety and ignorance 
that is to prevalent among many pcopk 
about the situation in South Africa. 
In essence Dr. Williams suggests that di-
vestment from South Africa by United 
Swes firms would bun the blacks mcne than 
would help them. He further mentions that 
blacks in South Africa enjoy a higher stan-
dard of living than the Olher blacks on the 
continent. Such an assertion is, of course, 
debatable . However, Dr. Williab con-
veniently forgets to mention the fact that the 
whilCS in Sourh Africa probably enjoy the 
highest standard of livin& in the w~. This 
is particularly at the expense of the black 
people in South Africa. 
The lf'OSS unequal distribution of the pro-
ceeds Or the resources of South Africa can-
not bejustifiCd. Furthennott:, if one accepts 
lbe cbeory that tbe bl.cks do benefit from the 
''tqbcr stMHlanl of livina.'' one must con-
cede dw it is only the few urban blacks who 
suppooedly benefit The seneral bl\"'k pop-
ulace (~) in the ''Homelands' do noc. 
derive any of these so called ''benefits.'' 
The "10.000 (Dr. Williuns' fipue) miae-
wortcn are not ~vc of lbe 18 
millioo bllck people in die oounuy. 
Dr. :Williams II"' opporently ..-
die ,...ra1 infraslnlC1UrC of die .,....,m 
Africa reaion. Perhaps, that is why he fails 
10 recognize oco-colonialism .. its best. 
'Ibis is in reference to the miJ1U1 workers 
wtio I! a d9eir c• 'ri 7 to seek employ-
• St a Afriea. Dr. Wi•ti·n· cp._. 
lis I ••r I , . "1 $) ] :r;•:= 4 • .- I , 
,. , .... t' ''" ......... 
iam Ibey dm1 vc. Any puppet of lbe Sol!Mb 
ldlic!m ma'nw: will - 10 po I ~ IJilllllr . 
own ii' 'I II MICf. bnX will Ullll' ,IWIC 
T I 11111 - ... - dlil earl. If 
_,: I tat•lllDlllPt'as Ellllyil1b1lll,. 
emanate from the real leaders of black South 
Africans, for example Bishop Tutu . 
It is a fallacy to compare the so called 
''atrocious' ' acts of the other African states 
to the apartheid policies of South Africa. 
The line of argument, that is, 'the atrocious 
acts of black people upon black people' is 
the cheap racist argument that South Africa 
uses to defend and justify its aparthetd poli-
cies. One does noc condone the killings in 
the other Black States but by the same 
token, one cannot shut one's eyes to the 
great numbers of undocumented blacks who 
have and are being executed in South 
Africa. 
Apart from apartheid, Dr. Williams 
would have us believe that South Africa has 
a clean record by his mind charac1erization 
of apartheid policies . South Africa (a) still 
has a fl111'1 colonial grip on Namibia (b) 
covertly Md overtly deStabilizes the eco-
nomic and poli1ical arenas of her neighbors 
1~ ... counlries (Zimbabwe is a good ex· 
ample~( c) bombs refugee cUnps in Mozun-
bique. Ansola, L<solho, among 01hm (d) 
recruits, trains, and pays for rebels "' fight 
against the 1ep1esentative governments, and 
(e) WOl'St of all denies the blacks of South 
Africa, not only their consai1utional rights, 
butcitizetiry. Black South Africans can nev-
er voce, and therefore, have no say in how 
the country is run nor bow resources are 
lllocaled and dislribuled. 
Fmally Soulh Africa does not have to 
wort very bud al convincios Arr.c:p ic•ns 
about the ''benefits of iU system'' viS-•vis· 
die heavy inVCSlmelll (2 billioo dollm) by· 
United StalCS firms and lnwti91 i·riwci r •• 
when Dr. Williams does it so eloqe sly. 
Should Dr. Williams decide IO via1t $.; Ell 
Africa he will be accorded ''boDo••Y while 
status." · 
_Roi< Miosooyc 
2nd ve. Law Sbrdcnl 
Grenada Invasion was Justified 
Perhaps Ms . Williams meant well in her 
article on the U.S. invasion of GfCMda · 
(front page, Oct. 28), but her analysis over-
looks several basic issues. 
Frist of all, wbat about the U.S. cirirens 
in Grenada? Surely, no one wants dt«l1c 
Amakans to be subject to the atNte and 
btciiAI o/1be (nejen ...... crisis. In fact, 
all one bas to do ii ukO" 1e", ''lfl wae in 
Grenada, like J,everal mcidical lhldenu 
wcn:,wouldlwlllt~frommyaov· 
enuneat?'' 
Sct0ttd, Ms. Willia• w1·· 1 '' ... if 
Ibis ii lhe belt al 47 lt.Zta:y, Jet me l!ave 
0 . 'my day.'' Tbis II 04ehd I 
10 saylq .. If tlds ii tlle lral "' ft '' -· lei 
- llsve ...,. r rsn ; MJ. •• 11all • 11 
lnll)'aur; 'sat tllf I I a· J '' 1Gf 
.... _., . 
All OM Ml 10 tll II p'zn1 ias 17 1 ia • 
c4!r '1c · '),lfllla..._1!111 
inebreSovictUnionlDCI' 1 s dto,...,.;• 
ID ll'ticle .,.;., 80' ell M • pt.'icy .... 
the differences belweea •mocr1ey md 
Communiam would beoome ru srbbl)' 
clelr. 'The fuwww M'411MCI 6 r ha al•· 
pr-1icl9 wl 1111 k41 wwb ID :I 0) il. 
c.c iderJbe ..,.. ... of ••s.. ,, : 111·· 
ill Masd or 1M U.S.S.ll 's wm II 
iavnky' of AIJ I ' 1 • Awl' J &, ID 
p1•1y sot Che diftiawww belw 1 rs f JC' 
ncy mclComrauwilm. llD alook• I Ilsa. 
0nr I iMBirlllcrlillr )' a\&\• 
icpl'.iloac :: t •r J' W• 
. • r ll"!"ls1tJ •• , 'cdJ 
Is Si •&Flt1 IRE a .• ,, I '11. 
........ 0: 211 :0 La.t JS - · 
..... , •i!ktl\1' i a ilkwaf~lffS Q•I 
:,'':.~ I ft !•I 1• If• I I i. 
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President answers estions from students 
I 
G. Dewey Stanyard, Executive Assi.stan~ to the Editor-in-Chief went around campus recently to 
'solicit questions from students for President James E. Cheek to answer; Marcus Haynes and Keith 
Baker assisted in the process and are referred to Stanyard is referrea to as (GDS). 
I 
'.in, the following interview as (MH) and (KB). Mr. 
' GDS I . : If Howard was not at fault in the sex discrimination 
casd brought on by Michael Harris why did Howard settle out 
of court? What was the specific settlement? How much 
money was involved? 
. Pr~. Chee~: The reason we decided to settle was because it 
was far more ·economical to do that than to go through a 
protracted legal battle . Under the terms of agreement signed ' 
by both parties. I am required nol 10 disclose the amount. 
Both parties signed this kind of agreement and to do so would 
be a violation . 
MH 2. : Whal did you mean by "don' t bite the hand that 
feeds Y4i>U in the 1983 Convocation Address? Were you 
referring to the university 's hand or the federal government's 
hand? i ~ 
Pres. Cheek: The un'iversity 's. That is possibly a southern 
e"xpressiOn. we were referring to the university's . What we 
meant ~as those persons who worJ<: here, who have legiti-
mate grievances ought to attempt to resolve the grievances 
within the university as opposed to going to a newspaper. We 
l~arned about those grievances in reading ii in the newspaper. 
ft included that statement in my Convocation Address be-
~ause w~ had just experienced two or three such episodes 
where facts were being misrepresented to the newspapers . 
. We learned of individuals ' misconceptions or conceptions 
from a nCwpaper report on the telephone . It is my view that if 
oi"e truly is interested in Howard and is going to devote one's 
energy , t.ime and talent here and this is the place from which 
~e gets food on the table and clothes on his or her back that 
ope ought not to try to destroy what is the sustenance of his or 
her life .. Let me add to this, this university has always 
Welcomed constructive criticism and continues to do that .. ¥J:I a.: Does. that mean you did not find out about any legal 
action until ' you read it in the Post? ' 
'Pres. Cheek: l'm 'talking about grievances . Grievances in all 
thtee of the instances that I have in mind that were based on 
rUmor-not fact . That is the reason I had in my speech about 
aoling on the basis of rumor. If those individuals would have 
cbme to the proper sources. they would have gotten the 
proper information . They chose to go to the newspaper that is 
now even Howard's but the Washington Posl . 
GOS 3.: What are your feelings toward the student leader- , 
ship of Howard? ls it affective? Do you feel it is reflective of 
the overall goals of Howard University leadership? ' 
Pres. Cheek: This year I am extremely enthusiastic about the 
IC:adership . All of the student leaders whom I' ve talked to, 
and I think I've had an opportunity to meet and talk with all of 
them . have a positive . constructive attitude toward the in-
stitution. They ha.Ye some things they feel that need to be 
c~rrected, and , of course , their laundry list is no different 
th mine . They also have some ideas about how they ought 
t be corrected. I basically placed on emphasis on student's 
'Why is the increase of tuition 
! announced late in the school year?' 
' 
insights and judgements because they arc on the cutting edge . 
1 y have experiences that I sitting up here on the fourth 
r would not have . You see I can go visit an area and the 
d gets out that I' m on my way, and I' ve been told by 
students thal I see things differently when I arrive froth the 
way they go in the course of activity . I am going to be 
c~culating more this year. because, as I said in my speech, 
th\s is the year of evaluation and consolidation. The student 
ie3dership so far has joined hands as real partners in this 
enterprise . I ' m really very very pleased. I think that last 
. yew's experience 4espite all of the unpleasant aspects of it 
did~o some good. ~think it opened the eyes of some students 
to become more actively involved than otherwise may be the 
case. 
~ 4.: ·•tt is not enough to get in the mainstream and swi m. 
Yqu must get in the mainstream and redirect it's course ' 1is 
thai an accurate assessment of what Howard university stu-
de4ts must do as well as the Black population in general? 
Pres. Cheek: I would say so ... The Howard University 
magazine has the title New Directions . You should note that 
our 100 million dollar fundraising campaign is called ··New 
Di+ction Fund .· · The reason is that in my inaugural address, 
a
de the statement that this institution seek a new direction 
in the process assist our country in seeking a new dircc· 
' KBi a.: Do you know who made the statement? 
KBI: Jesse Jackson . Pr~f .. Ctieek.: I though so everytime 1 say something, Jesse 
use · 1t . 
La ghter) Pr4. Cheek: Which is true . 
GDS S. : Why is the increase of tuition announced late in the 
·school year? By chance could there be an earlier announce-
. ment possibly ~fore springbreak? 
Preis. Cheek: Last year, if the reference is to last year, we 
askbd the Board to delay action on tuilion increases until we 
had a clearer picture of what the financial aid situation would 
be . If you remember that was very much in the air in terms of 
' 
• 
• 
• j 
• L( P ' .... ' ' . 
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'Students can submitt questioru to G. Dewey Stanyard, Executive Assistant 
- ' . . 
to the Editor-in-Chief to have aruwered, by President Cheek. 
• , , ' 1 
what was going to come out1i?{.the Congre~. In as.much~ a 
large percentage of our students require finanCial aid, I felt it 
was necessary to be able to factor into the consideration what 
the actual as opposed to projecting financial aid programs 
that would be available to the university . It is the intention 
this year to have the board considt;rthat matter at it's January 
meeting . .-
KB 6.: Does Howard University have any plans to expand 
along Georgia Ave . , and if so, how would the University 
deal with displacement of citizens? 
Pres. Cheek: The land areas that we will be expanding upon 
won ' t be displacing citizens. _That is if you mean citizens thal 
live in houses . The land area that we have already acquired 
didn't displace any significant number of citizens. Those that 
were displaced needed to h~vc been because they were living 
in slums. With respect to any area of land that we do not have 
but hope to acquire any residents located in that area ought to 
be removed . 
KB a . : Could you give us an area that you have in mind that 
may be expanded upon? 
Pres. Cheek: That would not be good business . I think 
people out there already know too much . If I were a private 
entrepreneur. I would go about our land acquisitions in a 
different way . If you understand what I mean, there would be 
someone doing it for me and they know would not know who 
the acquirer is . But we already own just about everything 
across from the Hotel from the Liquor store to Mc Donalds . It 
is our plan to build an apartment complex with retail stores on 
the street leVel . Hopefully, I have said if it is doable, and we 
have to wait and let the architects tell us, to get1from eleven 
hundred to twelve hundred apartment units in that complex 
for married and graduate students and for some staff-
particularly ,young staff. We are working with a fmn to 
develop underground parking hopefully four to five levels of 
undergFound parking in that area . It would be"a plaza and this 
is not dreaming this is doable . y.te arc actively planning this . 
We have not engaged the architects yet, but we have been 
discussing rith appropriate; people the best way to finance 
this endeavor and how it ought to be designed . There arc a 
number of entrepreneurs in lhe supermarket business, in the 
clothing store business that would be interested in leasing 
space. Because you see there will be a built-in population in 
the apartment complex. The Hospital is there, we don't have 
boutique shops and those kinds of things in the hotel . A.'ld 
then Howard University, when you take into account the 
student body, the size of it's faculty and staff, it's larger than 
, 
a lot of towns people have giown · up in. So that is in the 
works . The other thing we have included on our list for our 
development in ttyi.t areas arc . tennis courts and a sports 
comP.lex. I hesitate to bring up the spons complex. Because 
in as much as we an: subjecting to examination, and I meant 
what I said, if it canno1 meet the test o.f being truly distin-
guished, it can't stay here . So, if we are going to have a 
football team and the players say ''Our· hearts arc not in 
·· playing,'' then I've got a problem. I've got a problem! When 
we start having the budget review sessiobs in Dr. Anderson's 
area, and athletics is under him ... At lunch I told Dr. 
Anderson athletics is the first program activity in his area to 
which we are going to devote a whole day. But we do have 
the plans for for the sports c·omplex, field house, etc ., and we 
already own the land sufficient to build that in that area rather 
than trying to re-do the stadium on campus. Bu.t whether wC 
go through with that is going to depend on whether or not we 
can afford to support inter-collegiate athletics . Now we can 
afford to support intra-mural as part of our edcuation pro-
gram. We can ' t afford to support and apanicipatc in inter-
collegiate athletics and remain mediocre, because we arc 
already spending enough money for us to be the. powerhouse 
of the conference. 
• MH 7.: Can you clarify your particular function in going to 
Congress for this University? 
Pres. Cheek: My role, of course, is to present the case to the 
Federal government for the continuation of the commitment 
that it made to prov\de sufficient resources to develop and 
maintain Howard as a university of the first rank . If you read 
my 1980 speech I made it pretty clear ''Federal money is not 
white money.'' Fifty percent of my income goes intci income 
taxes . Because of the 125 billion dollar wealth that Black 
people contribute to corporate America in making the differ-
ence, as to whether or not they make a· profit on which bases 
they pay taxes . Some day, so~wJ:tere, sometime. somebody 
ought to sit down and calculate what it would have cost this 
country if they paid for the labor they ~eived from Blacks 
free for over 200 years . I consider myself collecting rent that 
is pass due. 
KB 8.: What's offer Howard University-any political interest 
you might seek? 
Pres. Cheek: No. Once upon a time there was . But I've had 
all the politicking I care to have . 
GOS 9.: We will be looking forward to your memoirs . 
Pres. Cheek: A pUblisher would be willing to accept my 
memoirs as fiction but not as fact. 
KB 10.: Reportedly, the deficit for the university is over 6 .6 
million dollars . The Washington Post stated that you would 
not know the actual amount until after the books were closed. 
What is the actual amount of the deficit? _ ,.... 
Pres. Cheek: We still won't know what the actual deficit is 
until our manual audit is coritpleted. It (deficit) is some where 
in the neighborhood of seven to eight million dollars. Let me 
hasten to add, however, that a college or univerSity deficit 
today doesn't mean the same thing as it meant ten years ago . 
Part of the reason f0r that is the changes in accounting 
principles employed by Certified Public Accountant 
(C.P .A. 's) or the application to college and universities of 
accounting principles tl,.at were not previously applied to 
non-profit organizations. An example of a fundamental 
change is that there was a time if you bought a building and 
financed it-say it was three million and you financed ii 
• 
·(building) over a period ot ten ycars--the amount of the 
obligation in the year which you had to audit is what would be 
recorded on the books, but you would have revenue , as we 
do, set aside to cover that expense . Well , last year and the 
year before, what they did was to book in one year the total 
cost and the building was treated not as a capital asset . but as 
an cxpcfnditure. We have purchased property and financed it. 
We budget the money each year to take care of the interest 
and the principle, but the full cost is entered in the yeaf\.i.n 
which it is acquired . Another thing that contributes to higher 
deficits, which is, agA.in, an accounting technicality. has to 
do with the university's Pension Program. The Internal 
Revenue Service allows the university fo fund the pension 
program over a period of 40 years, but the American Institute • 
of C.P.A. 'stakes the position that it should be funded Qver a 
period of 30 years . While we budget the amount for a 40 year 
period, and that is what we pay, and we are .within the 
compliance of the law when our books are audited, the 
difference between a 30 yeard contribution itnd a 40 year 
contribution is entered in our books as a deficit. 
KB a.: Will this deficit keep the University from operating in 
its normal capacity? 
Pres. Cheek: No. No. No. Having this defic it has accelerat-
ed the process of the University examining in depth every 
activity , academic, administrative, athletic . and support 
services , and it is an activity reprCsenting prudent manage-
ment that would have been done, anyway . It (deficit} has 
simply been the catalyst for us tordo it sooner and 10 do it 
more thoroughly , which , I mean this self examination . 
KB b.: So you don ' t expect to incur a deficit of this amount in 
the future? .. 
' Pres. Cheek; Well , this is an accumulated debt over a period 
of time , and no, we are under a requirement to eliminate 
completely the deficit . And that means to have sufficient 
reserves set aside to cover qtose things that are classified as 
expenditurs that are not actuaJ expenditures. I think when we 
finish this process , we will come out of it much better. The 
University has grown rapidly . it has become a rather ex-
pensive enterprise, and most people don ' t realize how ex-
pensive it is . We need to know where every dollar that we 
spend is going. We need to know whether or not ii accom-
plishes what it is intended to accomplish. In our budget 
hearipgs that we have had so far. we have learned an awful lot 
about the way our funds, our energies, and our time are being 
deployed . 
KB c.: Is it safe to say that you are cleaning house, so to 
speak? 
Pres. Cheek: We frankly are engaged in an enterprise to 
create a more efficient and effective educational institution . 
GOS 11 .: Where is the university headed in terms tjflong 
range objectives. such as, !IC3demic programs,. ··getting rid 
' 
'Does Howard University have plans 
to expand along Georgia Avenue ... 
how would the university deal with 
the displacement of citizens?' 
of mediocrity, " new buildings, and the 108 acres in Be-
ltsville, Maryland, etc .? 
Pres. Cheek: One of the things that we, by necessity, must 
do is in examining our educational policy is to detennine 
whether or not they are already outstanding and distingui~h­
ed, whether they have the ability to become outstanding and 
distinguished, and making a decision about those that, for 
whatever reasons, don't meet those standards . I don ' t think 
there is any uni~ersity in the United States or anywhere else 
where all of its programs arc at the top: But one of the things I 
do know, with limited reso.urccs, we cannot be all things to 
all people . there are somethings that can be done better at 
other places than at Howard unless we get the resources to do 
them. The university has alreaiJy become, in terms of its 
ope~ting budget, the size of its faculty and staff, what would 
be considered or called a resource oriented university . One of 
the things we do not have taking place here, must be increas-
ed substantially and rapidly, is the volume and quality of 
creative research. Research and teaching are not mutually 
exclusive; they are inherent necessary partners in the same 
enterprise . That is going to be one of the emphasis. Another 
one is our increasing involvement in international education. 
We are already in the process of establishing formal rela-
tionships with universities in Africa. We already have such 
with the Unive"rsity of the West Indies. We will be pursuing 
establishment of relationships with Universities in the Middle 
East and also in Taiwan . With respect to developing the 108 
acres in Beltsville is ta; develop a center for advance research 
in the biological and physical sciences. We don ' t have a 
timetable. Since through the good auspices of the Presideni 
of the United States, and he is responsible for it, that land has 
been given to us fee simple. We now own it . Before we had it 
conditionally, that is, it was conditioned upon our buildings 
which we could not meet. The govcrnmen.t was about to take 
it back, but we now-own it . It's there . If il is not developed in 
my lifetime, it is quite alright . If we don't get the resources, 
we arc going to seek them. Somethings we have got to leave 
, 
for someone else to do it. 
• 
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•· The • • mvas1on of Gren·ada: A question of; democracy 
about Cuban military training that is ex.teat of Cuban involvement in the backing desPite contrary evidence. or Soviet interest. Whal could those lcv~l just as it had engaged in cov~ Continued from 
page 5 
w~ with a Cuban regime. in Grenada 
""I!. not the Q!enadian people . 
\for example, consider press refer-
e1'CCs to the Grenadian leader of the 
cdup, General Hudson Austin, as 
''Cuban trained.'' There ts nothing 
1 
peculiar to the dissenting Grenadian Grenada coup is uncertain .'' I remem- Even Prime Minister Adams of Bar- nations have giined by repli.cing a disn1ption in Chile, Cuba, and Nicar-
faction. There is nothing surprising bados, an ally of the United States, stat- friendly and stable Marxist government agua. 
about the fact that the New Jewel mili- ed prior to the invastion that he did not with another? This nation, the United States, is 
tal}' leldenhip of Grenada would have First of a two believe there was ••Y reason to suspect If we must entertoin suspicion and most suspect because the Austin toup 
received military training in the best Cuban involvement in the take-over. cOnjecture we might reasonably focus m•kes the most sense in teanas of its 
militarily equipped nation in the region rt series Why then was·an unfounded sUspiC· attention on the nation[s] whose in· interests. I would not press that point 
with whom it had fraternal relations. pa ion imparted to the public and imparted telosts .,.,.. served by Bishop's munlcr without stronger evidence for CIA in-
Cuball training is not peculiar to Austin repeatedly and creatively if not to f•r· and the doltahilizllliao of Cheuda. We >01'teuwat, but I do 0belie'/e thlt a call 
and bis group. 1 . ~; .•!!1.....,ion?Whybav~we.b~onlod .. miah'-W<i .1"~~iiia.~~il'MiiM1andclarilicllioDil""" 
We also hcal)I from the. prt\SI ·~ ~~"'1.'mlkt™ ·';ti> ~ m act of aHta"GO wbich · -~r:J Nt~-=p.fu;'i!ft1 •'fie lllfl ..,.a to aec;:.;t• 
official 1ovemment ~ ~;''tbe wbicb~ ~pfCublll · :.*~ ~~•=n• ;!th~to . ?"'n ~,~:~;.'!ti~:• '!*:Pf .. ~'! fm~C04tf>oa _~wee-
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RECOE WALKJ!R 
St•lfw1lter 
' 
1. It has been said that the friendship 
hoe makes in college arc the ones y 
will have for life . Now that Homecom· 
· ing is over, and the ''Eastern Skies'' are 
turning gray and hints of winter can be 
felt nearly every other day. Hanging 
out, ''sociaJizing'' and ''gettin wit yo 
friends'' arc occuranccs that do not 
happen as often as it docs when the 
weather is fair . Which brings me to 
tddays topic, ''Friendship and the Ho-faro. University fair weather friend''. 
J j~ Fnends arc not easy to come by. 
~any people misconstrue acquain-
f.nccs and associates with true endships. Some feel that they arc not re to make friends. Others ''Fake the -
f unk" {friendship) and you know who 
you arc . You hang out together, you 
sdcialize together but you wouldn't 
• trust your best girl or guy alone with 
this ''friend'' . Some of you arc mem-
tidrs of fraternities , soroi;itics, and orga-
nizations : which were supposedly 
founded upon friendship . But here 
again is a ''grande illusion''. 
' How many of us have heard our 
' ]friends'' say I love my parents ... for 
the first week when I go home, but after 
th'at we can't seem to get along. Or how 
a"°ut ; He 's a really good ''friend''. 
He'll lend me money whenever I need 
it. Maybe you've witnessed this, that 
my ''friend '' Name of friend, he lives in 
afsharp Condo on Name of Street and he 
dfjves a b-a-a-a-d 19 ieqr color Name 
Of, car, and all his clothes are designed 
b'y Name of designer and Name of de-
sjgner and he gets his haiir cut by Na!'M 
of any expensive hairstylist and he 
wears this sweet cologne Name of col-
ogne by Brandname. This weekend 
Qc's taking me to dinner at Name of 
r}'staurant and after dinner we 're going 
to Name of club, party or disco . . , with 
f~iends like that you do not need 
Hemorrhoids . Howard is not an easy 
p,lace to make friends. (sometimes) 
~any times I' ll be walking on campus 
ahd I'll spCak to someone, maybe I 
~n't knoW this person but we're bolh 
students at ''The Mecca' ', warriors in 
thc·struggle, sharing a simular ''Black-
@1ound · ·, and I let out a warm friendly 
ttsounding ''Hello''. As they pass me 
without responding or speaking, and a 
pCrturbed, puzzling look saturates their 
ftce as if they're thinking to themselves 
' ]Who d,oes he think he is, Count 
asie' '? 11 do not know him, I don't 
peak. This happens frequently, and 
th Howard men and women are 
1 ilty of this unfriendliness. 
I wish I could provide some valuable 
• ow-to'' information regarding 
'ends , being friendly and friendships , 
ut that's on the individual. I realize my 
tjends, {parents, family and lovers are 
ri~nds too) and not material trappings 
going to make a special difference 
n my 1ife. My friends wi11 be my de-
e~se. So starting _ now do something 
·endly H.U. Speak to somebody and 
ean it, listen to someone for a change·. 
rrlile it doesn't cost anything, but it 
l~es a lot . Write a letter. (Don't call, 
q,less ·you have Sprint, ·or M .C.I.) 
pur mother. father, brolher, sister, 
:rpndparents , etc. . . Here is your 
llance H. U ., I hope you don' t blow it. 
Hendly People Who Work at 
Howard 
. Raymond Archer Director of 
nt Activities 
•· Barry Rimm Office of !n-
ational Students 
. David Phillips Office of ln-
rnational Students 
Ms. LoVeni Freeman Office of 
St\Jdent Activities 
~. Joseph "George" Cambell-
li,.Thc Punch-Out 4 
~ Marianne Murdock The 
I -Out 
Malnlf'l!ance Staff of Blackbum ~U., Dee, John ond the Crew 
Di'. Laura Fleet School of Com-
mvnication 
n\e MaiP""•™"' Staff of Floe Art.I 
+,andCRW 
MJll. Jackie Sodler Family PWID-
mg . 
I ~1 ~-·. Andenon Vice-pres . Stu-
, 
-
------
• • 
. ' . 
-
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'Dead Zone' l~ads viewer nowhere 
By GARRY G. DENNY 
Hilltop Film Critic 
Enter a weird zone where events of the 
past can be seen and visions of the fu-
ture can be foreseen as well as preVent-
ed or changed. this zone , known as the 
'Dead· Zone,· is the premise of Stephen 
King 's new film adaptation for Para-
mount Pictures. · 
Christopher Walken plays school 
teacher Johnny Smith who late one 
night is severely injured in an auto acci-
dent that renders him comatoSe. Five 
years later Smith awakens and discov-
ers that his entire life has completely 
changed- his fiance has opted against 
waiting and has married another man, 
his teaching career has been stymied , 
and he now possesses a strange and 
bizzare power. 
-
' 
Smith's power enables him to grasp the 
ha.nd of any person and either see into 
thier past or future as well as present 
events . His gift is realized soon after he 
awakens and experiences a vision of his 
nurses' daughter trapped in a burning 
house . This vision allows firemen to l 
save her daughter and consequentially a. 
turns Smith into a local hero and media 
spectacle. thoroughly watered-down. 
O'lristqlher Wilk• in a scene fr cm ''De:ad Zone". 
week. 
'The Dead Zone' is not a bad movie, 
but on the other hand, it's not a terrific 
film either. The problem here is lhat 
everything is cut and dry; if Smith 
Director David Cronenberg(' Scanners' 
and 'Videodrome') paces the film in a 
slow and boring manner that would 
almost resemble a documentary . He 
Courtesy Paramount Pictures 
supporting cast all walk through their 
roles like limp noodles and read lines 
with a monotonal quality that gives the 
film a decidedly bland and unexciting 
flavor . 
Several incl-edible (if not boring) in-
cidents later, including the solving of a 
five-year old series of rape-murders, 
Smith moves to a small town to tutor 
English and escape the limelight that 
accompanies his newly acquired abili-
ties. But. the move does not divorce 
Smith from hi s gift turned personal 
menace . While shaking hands with a 
senatorial · candidate he envisions the 
would-be senator as the very first presi-
dent to push the nuclear button in a play 
for U.S . global domination . The result-
ing climax is somewhat obvious and 
'The Dead Zone' ia not a bad movie, 
terrific film eilher. 
but on the other hand, it'a not a 
'' see s so:11·.; fh1ng, ihen the problem 1;;s;;;;;;f;;;a1ls to build eack scene to a satisfying 
always averted or solved. The simplic- cl imax and s1un1bles on many un-
ity of this film is so apparent that a important elements that would have 
viewer cou ld easily mistake its plot for best served the fi lm by not being includ-
one seen in a television movie of the ed . C hri stopher Walken and the 
In essence, 'The Deel Zone· is almost 
worth the price of admission , but if 
Stephen King 's paperback version is 
cheaper, you 're better off staying home 
and reading the book . 
Is-this the answer to the shortage of'. menJ 
.- . 
By Michelle Alexander 
Hilltop Staffwriter ' 
''Power is neither good nor evil, it is 
a tool of survival . We are the pulse of 
the family, the pulse of the nation,· · 
declared Audrey c;hapman , a Washing-
ton family therapist . 
This and over 24 solutions resulted 
from Chapman's workshop entitled. 
''Mate Sharing: Dilemma or Choice,'· 
held at Howard University's Counsel-
ing Center last Saturday. 
Chapman does not advocate mate 
sharing (specifically man-sharing) but 
emphasized the development and use of 
power. She, along with the group of 
women present , defined power as sclf-
conlrol, confidence , independence, 
choice, self-love, assertivene~s. real· 
ism and spiri tualism. 
Chapman exp l~ined that the 
Women 's Movement and the sexual 
revolution changed the roles men set 
up . and lhey retreated by ~ing less 
committed, clear and obvious In order 
' to contro l the phone cal l a:nd the 
arrangement . ''Men fear engulfment to 
lov.e, they feel a loss of power," said 
Ch. ' \ . apman.. ~ . 
But Chapman also related how 
women may be preoccupied with an 
ideal man, then pick m~n who reinforce 
th~ir sense that they will never be ac-
cepted. loved and wanted . ''I have nev-
er seen so many people who need to be 
connected and committed as now,'' 
said Chapman. 
''The .women are getting burned, 
the·y react and both people go into game 
playing ." she added . 
Other problems Chapman related 
were how women act like if they don't 
have a man they will die . ''Women 
speak of ' losing out men. · how can you 
lose what you never had? People don ' t 
own people," remarked Chapman·, 
''We mean sexual -ownership, people 
at they . are teac g • 
you can't learn in class 
By MICHAEL GLENN 
Hilltop Staffwrlter 
Attention!! To all music students be-
tween the ages of 18 and 26 , this in-
formation is for the jazz musician in 
you. 
The National Association of Jazz 
Educators and Southern Comfort, a dis-
tilled spirit company, arc currently 
holding their Fourth Annual Southern 
Comfort CQllegiate Dixieland Jazz 
Competition, which is not occuring at a 
specific place, but only at the location 
where you can make an audition tape . 
The winners will receive awards be-
yond the notably high sum of money to 
be given, according to George Drucker, 
and informative authority with the 
association and Sothem Comfort . 
A song which the musicians are 
required to play is ''High Society'' by 
Poner Steele and Walter Melros.e . 
Geofge said that the tape must be 
stereophonic as well as on a reel to reel, 
and recorded at 71/2 revolutions per 
second. The tape will be judged by a 
panel "of three judges, including The 
Tonight Sl)ow's rilusic conductor Tom-
my Newsome among the others, 
Gocrge indicated. George stated that 
the judges will choose a final three 
bands, or tapes in this case, and the 
winners will be notified on the 20th of 
Novetnber. He said that the musicians 
must have a faculty advisor to oversee 
the C!Jmpetition (this is mandatory). 
The tape should be sent to the following 
location: 
Southern Comfort Collegiate Dix.iclan4 
Jazz Competition Suite 1400 • 
221 North LaSalle St. ' 
Chicago, IL 60601 
Awards for the winners. of the com-
' petitioo win include an all expense paid 
I 
trip to the National Association of Jazz 
Educators convention coming up in late 
November at the Hyatt Regency in Co-
lumbus1 Ohio. Also, a S 1000 scholar-
ship wjll be given to each musician on 
the winning tape, $1000 for the ad-
visor, and $1500 for the school's music 
department . During the winning 
school 's spring break, George said that 
the band will be put on a spring tour. 
The winners for the past three annual 
competitions were Golden West Col-
lege in Huntington Beach, Calif-
1981, the Univenity of Colorado in 
Denvet~l982, and this year, the win-
ner was Central State Univcnity in 
E<lmond, Okla. up to now, acconling to 
Gqoge, there have oot been any wion· 
! 
' 
ers in the Washington area; so here is 
your big chance Howard University! 
The' motive that started this competi-
tion was a ''collective effort'' between 
Southern Comfort d the Association, 
George said. As • .;. 1..1aimed that Amer-
ican music is based on Dixielandt and 
stated that Southern Comfort and the 
association worked together to ''further 
the undCrstanding of jazz and Dixieland 
in particular.'' 
In stating advantages of lhe competi-
tion, George said, ''One of the positive 
sides to the contest is that winning this 
contest is something (that) you cannot 
Itani in a classrooin. 11 shows you (the 
Pl1'4ician) how to handle yourself pro-
fessionally." 
don't want to share the stuff.' · 
But the other extreme is her ex.ample 
of women who give up , go through the 
stages of loss and feel anger or depres-
sion . They are then forced to stay in the 
search to avoid the sense of loss . 
''Some of us wear independence like 
an armor , we must be in touch with our 
dependency needs , '' said Chapman. 
Chapman cited other problems like, 
game playing, manipulation, searching 
for a father figure and the desire for 
immediate gratification. (''We meet a 
man, go out two times and start plann-
ing the wedding," quipped Chapman). 
Chapman attributed the male .short-
qe:e to suicides , prisons, tl}e military 
and alternative sexual preference. She 
listed younger men, non-professional 
men and third world men as new 
. sources adding, '' As soon as you de-
cide a man is not yoµr lifeline, he comes 
along , we must be more creative ." 
Other suggestions included effective 
community , good timing. taking 
calculated i risks, being a realist and 
knowing when to compromise, how to 
use resources and other routes to the 
goal. ''Women waste energy trying to 
define men," remarked Chapman, 
'' We ca n use that energy on 
ourselves .' ' 
Two approaches she offered were the 
Stop-Gap approach, rCcommended 
temporarily where women date non- · 
serious men whose company they en-
joy, and the a la cane approach, where 
women date several non-sexual friends . 
''When we relate to ffien as people, we 
get them as friendships, but we've sold 
out our ace-in-the-hold-sex,' ' 
elaborated Chapman. 
Some of the final solutions out of tht 
workshop were for women to not self· 
sabotage, not have unrealistic ex 
pectations, be in touch with their feel 
ings, channel interests, ac~pt conse 
quences of decisions and make de 
cisions they feel comfortable with, asl 
for help and seek professional hcl1 
when needed . 
Chapman disir~buted an Octobc 
1983 Essence article entitled, ''Don" 
Beg to Be Loved'' where writer Terr 
McMillan wrote, ··once we stan lo\ 
ing ourselves as much as we want t 
love a man, our lives will be fuller .· 
Chapman added "0o:i.;t beg to be lo' 
ed, cause it ain't going to get yo 
love ." ''Power begins with you, ye 
get back what you put out. '' 
At the conclusion of an afternoc 
where a group of women had co 
·lectively . shared and worked to"wan 
eliminating their problems, Chapnu 
quoted Merle Shane saying, ''lbcre a 
two ways to approach life, as a victi 
or a ,vaJient fighter , You must decide 
you want to act or react. Deal your ov 
cards or play with a stricd deck. If y1 
don't decide how you want to play wi 
life it always plays with you." 
' Famous-
Words 
, By WINSTON NAPIER 
Special to the Hilltop 
' . 
Consider the inevitable moment o 
your dealh when the culmination o 
your life's achievements will. be left to 
lhe eva!uation of the historian 's pen. 
Perhaps you will be ttmembercd for 
what you have done, as we remember 
Martin Luther King, or perhaps you 
will be relegated to the dark recesses of 
historical oblivion. But however his-
tory treats you, once you are gone the 
last moment of your lives will most 
likely reflect the true aspects of your 
character be you king or peasant. 
We are destined to utter words which 
will be the last sounds heard by those 
around us . These words may reflect an 
appeal to God, a curse of your situation, 
the terror of the mome.nt, or the nobility 
"'fyour character. In many· cases these 
words will be the most remembered and 
many well live on as the epitaphs which 
ellude die tombstone . It is the manner in 
which we approach our dealh which 
will all too often set the theme by which 
we live our lives; therefore, consider 
well this inevitable affair , and consider 
how and what we may say when it ar-
nves . 
In the searching out the final words 
of historical figures, we often find that 
the nature of the individual is maintain-
ed and complimented. Agrippa, for in-
stance, villian and mother of another 
villian, Nero, died with vitriolic anger 
in her bean. To the assassin sent by her 
son she is reported to have said: '' $.tfi.ke 
here . " Level your rage against t!te 
womb which gave binh to such a mons-
ter. " 
Agrippa's final critical statement 
concerning her son reflects a common 
tone found in the words of many who 
live lives puntuated with murderous 
acts . They died cursing their murder-
ers . 
Nadir Shah, the 18th century Persian 
conqueror, who killed millions in his 
lifetime, screamed to his assassins : 
''Thou dog,'' and Tommaso Masaniel-
lo , the leader of a revolt against the 
Duke of Arcos, left us these fmal words 
directed, like Agrippa's and Nadir's 
against an assassin: ''ungrateful trai-
tor.'' 
'There are six guineas 
for you, and do not '. 
lack me ils you did 
IDY Lord RUllllel.' 
But perhaps the finaJ words spoken 
ya historical great which compliments 
st his life's philosophy are those of 
achiavclli . The celebrated athesist, 
d author of The Prince is said to have 
ttered the following ••i desire to go to 
II, and not to heaven. In the former 
lace I shall enjoy the company of pop-
, kings and princes, while in the latter 
d only beggars, monks, and hCnnits 
d apostles . " As appalling as these 
ords may seem to us, the man no 
oubt, was .consistently concerned with 
vii to the end. 
Yet anger and contempt are only 
me of the tones to be found in the 
1nal words of historical greats, and 
ven those who have died at the binds 
f the executibner can demonstrate ex.-
me grace and officious composure. 
or example, •James Duke of 
aumouth, son of Charles II, seemed 
phlegmatic iq bis fmal hours, that he 
as rnqre concerned about 1he neatness 
fhis execution nthcr than the fact that 
w~s to be executed. His last words, 
irected to executioner. show this: 
"There arc six guineas for ybu, and do 
, lack me as you did my Loni Russel. 
have heard that you struck him three 
our times. My servant will live yOu 
re if you ~ your work well." .. 
U~ately for James his bribe 
was futile, for the nervous eMCUtiwet 
inflicted - or four blows befur< bis 
~ctim's head feU; ne\ies:lbcles1 dlae 
wu some kind of nobilitj in th:1e final 
.... ds. . 
• 
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) Atte.ntion studCnt s:J The offi~e of I "YOU'RE WHAT?"I 
: student training presents: WHMM- Tl1e '''ay people react ''.·l1e!1 ~0 11 tell ! TV WEEKLY CA REERS IN 1!1e1n you're i:ireg11ar1t 1s11 t 1111por-
; ·' BROADC ASTING / TELECOM - I an I . I . . . 
1 MUNICATIONS. When: E\•ery The ,.,,ay yot1 feel abo11111 is . So 1f 
'1 Monday, Wednesday a
0
nd Fridayyou'rc prcgna111 a11~. n1·01. s t1rc yo l1 
, Where: Stt1dio B, WHMM-TV,vanl to be, talk co 11f1clcn11a ll ~ ~.o us . 
: Tiine: 4 p.111.--s." p.n1. Our ("Ot111sclor~ arc spc..:1t 1call.y 
Conlact: Beverly Wilmore 636-56001ra11i11ed to help }'.ot1 rnake tltl' <ll·c1 -
. s ion that' s r1gl11 for \'Ot1. ~1' 0.1 Wednesday , Noo,r. 9, beginning CALI . 452- 1700 r>RETER~1 
~ at 2 p.m. lhe Liberal Arl ~ St~d.e11t Ttie 111osl experier1ce(I reprodt1cti\·c 
:• Co un ci l will present 11s firt s hcal1t1 l'arc i."Cntcr i11 1he Nor-
' students' forum entitled: A Discus- tliea s tcr 11 U n ited State s. 
, sio n \Vi lh the Na1io11's Black PRF.l"t :RM 
:r!Ma~or~. Approximate!~ 15 of lhe A lil'l'nSl"d, n11n-pr11fil flll"ili1, f11r l"lir111-
·' nation s Black ntayor.<; \VIII assemble l'l'nlt'rrd heallh ci1l't' nrar l>tip11111 Cirl·lr i11 
! in the Armor J . B_la c kbur~1 N.\\' . \\1i1 s hin)Cln11 . 
:1 Ballroom to answer questions per11 - Sl-r•· il·r~ : PHt-:c;i\ANl"\ ' ·r1-:.,.·1·1,"li ANI> 
: nent to the Black comn1unit y. l ' (l Ui"st: l.INt; , AR«>R ·1·1«>" . 
:) Sea1i11g will begin at I pLm . Due 10 (;\'Nt-:l :c>l .c>c;i< ·,, 1, t:XAMS, R1H111 
: , lin1ited seating, it ' is suggested Iha\ ( ·t>NTHOI ., SllCJH'l'-'l't:Ri\t ( 'Ol!NS .. :1.-1~ fac t1l1y and Slt1dents please bt' pro- ING . PHt:-l)RC•ASMlt: \\' ()Mt: N'S • 
'1 ; m t ' GROUP, VASt-:Cl'(lM\' , SPANISll 
1 ; To celebrate the bicenten~ial of the s P t-:A K 1 ~c; 
PERSONAL 
The entire Hll"-'a.FJ U 11i \'ers it} l·(1n11nL1-
. nity is invited to co111e and sharr an 
evening of exc:ellenl·e wi1h Mr . Gcorgt' 
Patrick. twenty -yca1 vC1cran of the 
New York Stock Excl1..tngc . l·te v.·ill be 
speaking 30 111ins. on ttit· need li.1r pr~l­
fes~lonal and spiritual cx1:e llt·r1('l' as it is 
related to the n1anage111cnt 11 f ,1011e}' 
and the rolr of black le <1tlc1 nip i11 
America . ''Q & A '' tin1c will follow . 
Admission is free. Tl1e ti111c is Noven1-
ber 4, 6: 15 pro111p1l y in the AU-
DITOR/ UM : 8J(1<·k lJ111·11 St11<ft•11t a,.,,_ 
fer . Spons<Jred JJ.\' /1{l1i1110 Otit1 1 ('/1ri.~­
tian F e.11011•.~h ifJ ar1<l Tt1111 Ski11111 ·1· A.1·sti -
cia[ts. · 'Contin11i11g i11 tltt' .\'t1·111f8ft•. ·· 
Contact : M1<·hael C . \V<i1·.~/e1·-.529-
- 574J: Ton1· Montc1i:11t•- .<:>29-/8J.S . 
. . ' 
• 
LITE 
'rl . 
I fir s! manned balloon flight, the . . .. Department of Phy sics a11d Expert l'Ollege leach~ r 1s otl~r 1n g a 
Astronomy will host an open night . preperator)' course .. in Phys1..:s. for t. 
[There ,viii be a slide show on Air- the students taking MC:AT cxa 1111na- , ' ... 
: borne A.s(ronomy, and telescope tions on the ca 111J>llS of Ho'' '<lrd I ';j 
, vei"·ingofthenight sky. Thesho"'· Uni\r cr s i1~· · Ca ll 635 -7885. 
( 
I will ru11 from 7:30 p.rn.-10 p.n1. 011 I HELP! 
• Wednesday, NO\' . 9, on the four1.1 REACH OUl"! 
noor of Locke Hall . Ever}'One IS 
Bring son1e ligl1t i1110 a chi ld ' s life! welcome . 
.;...:.:.:..:.c....;._ ____ -:--:-"::c-::=~ Vol t1 n t eer Special Frie 11 d I T ll to rs ar 
,; 1 TO MEET THE STUDENTS' needed to ,,·ork \\'ill! i1111cr cit) 
' NEEDS, THE WILLIAM J . elen1e11t<1ry age children. Other 
SEYMOR PENTECOSTAL vo l1111teer roles a lso J,1ailable: 
FELLOWSHIP OF HOWARD recrea1io11 and aflcr scl1ool aides. 
: t UNIVERSITY WILL BE HAVING For more inforn1at io11, contact 
! ' ALL NIGHT P,RAYER, FRIDAY , B et s ~' Hul c h , Co 1111n1111ity 
! · NOV . 18,STARTINGAT 11 P .M . Cl1ildre 11 ' s Mi11istry, Na1ional Ci ty 
: 
1
BREAKFAST WILL BE SERVED ·c 11ristia 11 C l1urcl1 - 14 a11d Thon1as 
: AT DAWN . ALL ARE ·circle, Wa s hi11 gto 11 . D.C . 
; !WELCOME! JESUS CHRIST, Telephone: 232-0323. 
· THE SAME YESTERDAY, TO 
: DA y AND FORE v ER f'c111ale grad11ate st11de11t \va111ed to 
: (HEBREWS ~ 13 :8) sl1arc Silver Spri 11g l0\\•11hot1se. 
' I r ii h. ·11 b Rent $275 per nio 11th plt1s $15 : for 1 Seymour week y e O\\IS 1p \\' J e . f\ 
: on Wednesday, Nov. 9, at the utilities. Near Silver Spr111g 1etro 
' I S1a1ion a11d bus line. Please ca ll 1 Seymore House al 7 p.m. Al are l welcome . . Laura Ba11ks at 952 -3728 or 
1 - - - - ·- 585-6067 e\' en1ng s . 
' THE HOUSE OF I MAG ENE----------~ 
(SHELTER FOR ' BATTEREI? WANTED: ~1ALEOR FEMALE 
'AND . HOMELESS FAMILIES) ISTO SHARE A THREE 
IN NEED OF FOOD DONATIONS BEED ROOM APARTMENT IN 
AND VOLUNTEERS FOR THESILVER SPRING. MARYLAND . 
6TH ANNUAL TH'l>NKSGIVINGFIVE MINUTES FROM SHOPP· 
DINNER WITH THf HOMELESSING / FOOD MARKET VIA 
THURSDAY, NOV. 24, 12 NOONRODE-ON-BUS. FOR MORE IN-
214 P STREET, N.W. COME ANDFORMATION CA LL 588-9371 OR 
t ENJQY THIS WONDERFUL5R9-3977. ' RENT $160.00·. 
• DAY WITH PEOPLE WHO 
NEED YOU . -----~-----
SOCIAL SECUR11·y BENEFITS 
The Women of 1he Willian1 J . FOR • STU DENTS 
. Seymour Pentecostal Fellowship of Some student s, \\•l1ose Socia l 
Howard University pres en1 Securil~' Benefil s \Vere interrupted C~arlotle Lewellen. Miss Howard se\·cral mo11ths age, may be eligible 
U•ivnslly, in a praise breakfas1, for payn1en1 for tl1er inter,•al. If 
· Saturday, Nov. 5, JOO Bryant you \\'is h to inquire, con1ac1 Dean 
Street, N .W ., at 9 a.m. The dona- lane in Roon1 211, Adn1inis1ratio11 
tion is $3 .00. For f11r1her inforn1a- Building. 
t ion r I ease ca II 2 J 2 - 5 9 I R . -G-,0-1 N-G-:T:-0:-'.C~A:-'.L:-'.I:;F:;O:;R:;N:;;-:I A:-:;T:;-H;-;I<"S 
' C HRISTMAS BREAK? 
· THE H0\1(1'!,lll) IJl'jj'f8f'r. I liave a one-way 1icke1 10 Los 
CHAPTER oYtllE .lilATIONAt Angeles (LAX) rrom New York (la 
.TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION W!LL Guardia) or Ne,vark International 1BE 'HOLDING AN AWARENESS Airporl. h' s only $115 .00!! ! (Musi 
MEETJNO ON NOV . 9. FROM 4 :3(l be used by Decen1ber 11) ~f 1n-
IO·S:JCflN THE BLACKBURN AU- ·terested. please con1acy Pat 
Drt'ORIUM . · 6 3 6 - I 7 I 8 . 
ALL UN DER G RA D,IJ A TE ,b,,N D 2,;T~h~e T,la:'id~ie::s~o:if':;Z;;:e;:t a~P;;;h;::i-;B;:e:;:t a;""so'.o".':r'.:o:C-ri-
.Gl!-ADU A TE ARCHITURE. ENGi· ty, Inc., would ·like to thank all 
NEERING, HEALTH PROFESSIONS those who contributed Jo the 
. RELATED, SCIENCE, AND TECH· magazine drive . Your suppor1 is ap. 
NICAL MAJORS ARE URGED TO p r e c i a t c d . · 
AlTl.ND. Did you ''Experience ... Zeta -'-~~--~~~--~~~.,.-~J!\1"-'a"-'n~. IL· aa~?~'-'--~--~~~ 
• 
The Health Professions will be holding 
a meeting on Wednesday S p.m. Nov . 9 
in Room 116 Douglass Hall . Nomina-
tion of new c(ficers will be held , and a 
medical school representative will be 
speaking. 
A recruiter from the Charles Drew 
Medical School will be speaking lO the 
Howard University Health Professions 
Club on 1:riday, Nov . 18 in Douglass 
Hall, Room I 16 5 p.m. 
·1·0 Danielle Alexander : Al'ter 
hl·ari 11g YOll s i11g at the Greek Sho\.,,, 
I t111dersta11d \\'hy you arc spe..:i<1I 
ancl unlike a n~' otl1cr. 
Yo u area true * 
The College of Allied Health Sciences 
Student Council would like to con-
gratulate Mr. Darrin Johnson .and Miss 
Lessie C. Simpson on becoming the 
new Mr . & Miss Allied Health 
respectively. 
TO ALL THE homecoming coordina-
tors. staff. and volunteers: You guys 
did a great job! This ho1necoming was 
truly ''rich in tradition , innovative in 
concept.'' Best of luck to you always. 
Rocky 
HAPPY BRITHDA Y JUDY 
Classes are gradually coming to an end. 
Hang in there and give it all you got. 1 
Goodbye to your leenage days . From 
your roomies . Tonya & Tonya 
Love. Wa y ne . THANK YOU. The ladies of Alpha 
THANK YOU . The ladies of Alph~ Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority . 
rh Al h K Al h S . Inc ., and the gentlemen of XI Chapler. ~ apter, P a appa P a"' oronty . Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity , Inc . , 
Inc., and the gentl~men of X~ Chapter. would like to thank everyone for mak.-
Kappa Alpha Pst Fraternity, Inc ., ing our 1983 Homecoming cabaret a 
would like to thank everyone for mak · huge s c 11 1 . . 
. 198 3 H . b .. ::!>:..:::U:::C::::e:oSo:S ·c.· '-. -,..,-,.-,,,...--::,--= 1ng our on1ecom1ng ca are! a - . . 
ht1ge· success!!! Happy Birthday Btll Markham (Nov. 2) 
from all the 83-84 Kappa Sweethearts1 ! 
, , . 
( Pa~e I I 
The C~ge of Allied H\!alth Sc iences 
Student Council woL;,: like lo con-
gratulate Mr. Darrin J\i11nson and Mi~s 
Lessie C . Simpson on becon1ing the 
new Mr . & Miss Allied He a lth 
respecli vely. 
TO ALL "l"HE homecoming coordina-
tors , Slaff, and volunteers: You gu)'s 
did a great job! This homecoming was 
truly ''rich in tradition, innovative in 
concept.'' Best of luck to you always . ~· · 
Rocky , 
CHI ETA PHI NURSING 
SORORITY, Alpha Delta Beta 
Chapler, Inc. To the fall 1983 Jam-
pinel 1( c lu b: 
Little Si sters, ''There are n1a11}1 
miles 10 ge before you sleep'' but 
remember, ''t he s1rong \\ill 
Sl1 rv io,re." 
LOVE , Your Big Si s 1er s 
l he fall 1983 lampi11 e1 1e c lt1b of 
C HI ETA PHI NURS.I NG 
SORORITY, Alpha .Delta 'Beta 
C hapter, Inc . , ex1end our t,hanks to 
tl1e HU communit y for s11por1i11 g 
our dough11ut sale. We \VOL1ld alsb 
li,ke 10 thank our big sis ters for a ll o f 
their love and sup po r l . 
- --
Bubba Sintl1 i1r'd Dck Butkus 
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Sha-ks for • • "OOli 1 ing s e as o. L 
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ar 
By Tim Williamson 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
Beware of Sharks! 
--
s 
This is not a warning to ~ach-goers. 
it is instead a message to 1he opponents 
of the Howard swin1n1ing tean1 . If any· 
one thinks ii wi ll be safe to swin1 in 
Shark infested pools this season, theY 
had better think aguin: 
As s wimn1 ing Coac h . Yo hnn ie 
Shan1bourger puts it . ·· we want to keep 
up the tradition\Jf our name (Sharks) by 
being very vicious.'' 
Shambourger , in his seve11th year as 
coach of the Ho \\•ard swin1n1ing team. 
says of this )'ears team . ·· 1 think we 
have a pretty good squad. We have 1he 
nunlbers thi s year . Usuall y we hfl.ve a 
lo t of people v.-'ho co1ne ou t for rhe 
team. but not a too n1any of 1hem \Vere 
good swimmers . But this ye;tr, <t ll the 
people we have are good swimmers . 
We don't ha\'C to depend on fou r o r five 
people as we did in the past." , 
The top swi mn1crs fo r the sharks this 
' 
The Hilltop, Friday November 4, 1983 
-
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-
' 
season are Andre Cropper. Kenneth 
Wilson , _Caesar Will iams. Eric Roben-
son ! Abrahan1 Manear , and Kenneth 
Fisher . 
Not only do the sharks have quality 
swimmers this season. they also have a 
strong group of di vers. ··our d ivers are 
looking very goo d 100. ·· s aid 
Shambourger. The key d ivers fo r the 
team are Cortena y M ill er. Ke vin 
Holmes and Paln1oris Brooks. Al so ex-
pected to conlributc to the di ving learn 
are Tyrone Duggines and Jerry Barker . 
If the practice sessions arc any in-
dication of how the te<tlll will I.are dur-
ing the seasop , the n tl1e sharks are in -
deed a team to look ou1 fo r . In '' r!! lax.ed 
a nd info r ma l atn1os pl1c rc. co ac h 
Shambourger is very skillful at getting 
to tal effon out of hi s athletes. 
' 'To be a good swi111111er )' OU need 
determ ination. Sv.•i1n r1 ii ng is a hard 
sport to train for. When you 're in a race 
it 's e x.citing, but the trai ning i ~ bor-
ing.·· Shan1bourgcr fu rther s1a1ed , ·· to 
be in here two and a ha lf hours j us1 
e ar 
going up and down the length of the 
pool is very boring." 
However, in observing the athletes 
- bieng put through the paces by the 
coach - -it seems that they over-come 
their bordom very quickly when 'they 
are competing against each other or 
against the clock. Even though they 
have to swim 400 laps or6000 yards per 
day , they are at times very high spirited 
to say the least. 
Two of the major mcers that the 
sharks will be competing in this season 
are the Tri-State Championship and the 
7th Annual Black National Swimming 
and Diving Championship . whi~h will 
be held on Howard's campus . 
·'This is a better team than last year. 
a lo t better . Although last years team 
was good, we have more quality 
swimmers on this team and we started 
the season off a lot stronger too ,·· says 
Shambourger. 
These facts may make the di fference 
when the sharks are in close meets. 
With an abundance of qual ity swimm-
' 
-.. 
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ers the sharks should be able to come 
out of the ''tight spots·· on top; as op· 
posed to last year when they lost a close 
match to American U. 
''American will be our toughest op-
ponent on ·the schedule in the first 
semester. We almost beat them last 
year," stated the coach. This season , 
one of the short term goals Shambour-
ger has for his team is to ''beat Amer-
ican University.'' 
On that note Shambourger went on to 
say ' 'we can beat them. I feel that if we 
caii perform well, we can take them 
out. We had a chance to beat them last 
year, but we let up and did not take 
advantage of the situation. This year we 
know what we want to do.'' 
The long range goal of the team 
according to the coach is to qualify for 
the Division I NCAA Championship . 
''We have a shot. I would like to see 
how many people we could quali-
fy . . . " 
Of the Sharks other local opponent , 
George Was hington Univers'i~y!.... 
·~ ~ . .-••;a, 
• • Shambourger stated that, '' they are ~:: 
tough, we have not beaten them yet. I ~: 
don't know much about the new people ';:: 
they recruited, but ~cy should be i ~= 
strong team." · . ~ 
Coach Shambourger W!lfltS hts t~ 
to be aggressive, not only in the pool 
but also in the class room. ''lbc things 
we do in practice should carry over to 
the class room. When we walk into a 
meet we're a team , but when a swimm-
er is on the blocks their by them-
selves ... , and to win an individual has ~· 
to be aggressive and assertive." ::.-. 
This is a point of emphasis that the ,.,· 
coach tries to convey to his athletes in "'": 
their practice sessions . • · tf you have 
these qualities in the pool. you should 
also have them in the other things that · 
you do ... , I want my swimmers to be .. 
aggressive and to be able to take ad-
vantage in ·certain sit~ations . If an op- ~ 
portuity for a win presents itself, I want -
us to take it . ·· 
• 
Howard Grapplers 
-enthusiastic 
under new head 
By Ef)WARD LEll'IS 
Hillto1) Staff,W"iter 
,\ ftt·r fi 11i,J1i11i.:. ,,i, 11 a l11si n!.! SL"ascl11 
- -101~ 1 \t':1r (fi-1~-l), tl1L" Hn,,:1rtl 
U11i,crsit} \ \ ' rt''>tl i11g 1ea111 '''ill .\tart 
tl1eir Ile\\' ..,e;1so 11 No\'Ct11ber 5. 
\\1i1 l1 11e\V l1c:1cl coach Pa11l Cotto11 
rc1)lnci 11g Ceci l Oiggs. the Gra pplers 
a rc \'Cf)' cr1t l111si:1.o;ti<.' a bo 111 tl1c llp-
1.·lir11111g. SL"a.,.on. 
· ·1 11tl1c 1,a .. 1. I ' ' '011 ld a l'' '"''s con1-
11lair1 :1\lllt1 t ,,·l1a t "l1ot1ld be do11c. 
11111 11<1,,· I \11_1vt· ;;11:l1a 11.l·c to 111a ke t l1e 
' Jlf<lpt'r clt•c isio11. so I :1111 \' L~ r ~' cxt·i1ed 
<1b011! i llt' lJP<.· r1e r ,'' said C o t !1)11 . , 
1-1 ;1\ i11g gr:1J l1::1 tecl as a r11 c111bcr tJf 
H(l \\'<.trcl 's \vre.~ 1 1in~ 1can1 fro n1 
197R-a2. c ·c)1 ·1011 feels tl1;;11 lie k110\\'s 
,,·)1 ;11. cl1 <1ngcs sl1011ld be 111 adc for 
1!1c 1c;1111. Coac l1 Co tton's first 
t· l1:1 ngc ''' •t~ 11r:.1i.:1 ice, l1 e moved prac-
lit·e fro111C\'C11ing10 6 a. in . 
'' I feel tl1;.11 there \\•ill be no i11 -
' 
. ....... 
• • • 
lerfcre11ct.• \\ill\ t·las-. ~c l 1e..clL1le~. !\1 ~· 
\\'fC.\ l lCr\ ;1rl' -.[ 11<.l<.·111 fif\[' I lll'll 
\\'rt''! Ir r, , '' ~aicl Cc11 tt111. 
(_'l1ff l)ll 0 '> \C'(OllCI \[L'!l \\;I, [l' gel lli\ 
\\ re,tlcr-. i111l1c1)1.'-.I Jll1 ~'it·:1 l L'lllltli-
1io11 . If ;\\ i11g '>C r\L't l 1.~11 1l1c U.S. 
l'AN A111crit·:111 Te:1111 1t1is '11r11111cr. 
C(111or1 k 110,,· ~ 1!1c i111pc1r1;111L·c of 
L'Olld it iOlli Ilg, 
·· \Vl1ilc \\' re.,t li11g <111 l111t·r11;11il1r1nl 
tca r11.,, I 11i1:kc(I 1111 :1 ltll tit' 11L"'' 
tcL· l111ic1 11e". st) I 'll bL· 1e:11: l1i11g 11e'' 
1ccl111iq 11cs ;111cl 11c1li,l1i11g -.1i111L' (lf 
111y \\:fC.\tl cr .. o lcl ~ k i l l ..... · · sl<1lctl ('01-
l(l ll . 
\\1i1!1 1l1e rt·t11r11 i1f fl't1! s!an,lir1g. 
\\'rcs tlcr \Vt.•11clcl l ll l1gl1L'S, \\'ll() i.'I 
dc1·c11d i11g 1t1e· '134 lbs. co11fcrc11 t'L" 
cl1 a1 1 1 1Ji<) l l~ l1 i11. (~n<.1 1: 11 ('l11ror1'1; 
1rac kir1 g 'v ill b1.· l'<i.'1)' . , 
Cot1011 is ''er~· 11IC•1~etl ''i1 l1 l1 i~ 
rct 11 r11i11 g n11cl llC\\' rec r l1itt•tl 
' ' 'rcsll ers. eo;pet·ial l ~· ''·i1l1 rett1r11i 11g 
L·o11fe rc111:e L' l1n1111Jio111 George Fosler 
J r. a11cl Haro ld 5 11:111. llo1 t1 ;1re 
' 
·Doug Lewis kicks at ••••••1t cb'i111 Tae Kwon Do meet held early this yra. 
coach 
11rese11tl~· ir1 till" ''l!llL' \\Cigl11 t·Ja,s 
a 11tl b:111li11g liar'! fllr 1111111111.·r l)Jle 
'-Ptll. 
· ·1 1 is ,,·;.1r at 1l1t·i r 126 lb'. \\L"igl1t 
..: las ..... h(1tl1 figl11 likt' 'iki11g'. 
. \\ 'Ji(l("\'er l'll l llC\ l)l l l Qll l(l fl, \\L' \\•il l 
· 11;1\' t' grt'<ll t'C)J1ficlcr1L·t• i11 l1ir11, ·· ,;1icl 
( '1,11011 _ 
.~. 'It is war at tl1eir 
-
" 
Cotton 
of i i ~ fir1c architectlirc progra111. 
R c1~1 Picr .. 0 11 .Ir 't is a 6-5 . 300 lbs. 
s 1i1dc11l fro 111 C J1icago. Ill inois. \\•110 
has i l rec<>rd o f 45-5 <Ind 32 p i11s. 
P rl·<;c n t l ~, Picrso11 is playi ng f(101ba ll 
fl1r 1l1c IJi.<;011 . 
Co11011 is confidc11t a bo111 l1 is 
fresh111c11, ' ' Al l C) f 111y frcs l1n1c n a rc 
g1 1}'S \\•ho I feel 1..no 'v f l1c i1n 11or-
l<111l·c 01· a..:acle111ic cxcc llc ni.:c , so 
tlll'Y ' ' 'ill excel acaclc111ica ll y •1nd 
;11 J1c lc t ic;1ll}·. ·• l1e sa id . 
l~ L·i ng a gradl1a 1e st l1dc111 <ti 
, 1-11.J\\ ;tr <.I, Co 11 0 11' s goal.\ \\•ill be lo 126 lbs. weight class 
• • • IL" itCll tile impo rtan L'C Of ai;adert1 ic 
l' xccll c11<.·c a 11 <.I 1t1e f'11nd<1n1c111als 10 
bcco 111 e a i.: l1 a n1pior1 ''' rcs tte r .~7 ''My 
' '' restl 1.:rs a rc st t1<.lcn1 s fir s! 1l1e11 they 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;; :i re ''' rcstl ers , \Vi ll1 1!1is ' ' 'c 'll be a 
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His 111t'SI 11rt1111 1<;i ng fre-; l1111L·n •ire sl1cccssl·11I 1can1. ·• said Co t1 0 11. 
0;111 11~· Ayer1; a 11tl R ()~ ' l'it· rso r1 J r. ''The Bison' s \v rcs tlc rs fir s! J1 o n1c 
l)a1111}· A~·cr" i" :1 1 5~ lb'i. s tate evr111 \\•ill be Nov. 2R. agai11 sl No rth 
i:l1a111pio n fro111 TL•11r1c, _,ee, '''11<) Carolina . .<\&T. Morgnn Sta le an d 
co11 ld J1;t\"C ~<'TIC 10 :Ill}' 'L'll<lol ill !Ile ihe Uil i\'Crsi ly o f Ma rylaild Easierrl Courtesy ports nformation Office 
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B~· \\'ayne E. Jac kson-Tt1e Hill top 
BOWLINO !! ! 
Howard students are excelling in ev-
ery aspect of athletic competition even 
the Howard M~n Bowling team has 
gained a 5·0 marked in meets against 
other Universities . 
The Bowling team has captured 
victories over Villanova Universit y 
( 14-l I), Lincoln Un iversity ( 14V2 -
IO V2) , Maryland Universi ty ( 16· 9 ), 
Temple University ( 18-7) and Gettys-
burg State ( 17-8), on their way to an 
unblimished season. 
Bowling is under the department of 
Recreational Activities and the Univer-
sity Center and is not recognized as an 
athletic sport, nevertheless, these 
athletes have maintain a very competi-
tive nature in their five contest this 
season . 
Assistant Director ot· Recreational 
Activities Billy Coward comments on 
the suc_cess of the bowling team, ''The 
success of the bowling team can be at-
. tributed mainly to the coach (Ernest 
Sevous) and the students who are mak-
ing the sacrifices to be successful . ' ' ad-
ded Coward. 
The bowling team is a member of the 
Eastern Pennsylvania Maryland In· 
-tercollegiate Bowling Conference 
(EPMIBC) a twelve team conference 
which consists mainly of schools of the 
eastern coast line . 
Tim Robinson 
Sport8 Editor 
' 
--- ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
The ~owlers are scheduled to have 
an eleven meet season with six remain-
ing regular season meets before the 
EPMIBC tournament on Fc;bruary 25~ 
26 at the ABC East Lanes in Harris~ 
burg, Pa . 
The accomplishments of the bowling 
team are extraordinary because the Uni-
versity Center presently does not have a 
service manager to maintenance the 
bowling· Janes . 
.  '
. I 
, ' 
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Coward agrees that the bowling t :•, 
accomplishments are highly remark .• ; 
" able," I think the bowling team h : 
done an excellent job under the adve ! 
circumstances of not having a servi -:J 
manager to service the alleys," add "t! 
Coward. 
Coach Ernest Sevous expresses hi 
sentiments about the bowlers undefeat 
ed season , ' 'I think that the team h 
done a real fine job, considering th 
most of the performers are first y 
bowlers . ' ' 
The bowling team consisted mainl 
of first year performers with excepti 
of returning bowlers Victor Parrott 
Sevous. 
Sevous sites the outstanding pla 
from newcomers Derrick Brown 
Larry Williams as having a vital role · 
the success of the bowling this season. 
Brown and Williams maintain bowll 
averages of 183 and l82, respectively. 
Brown also serves as the team cai:woj 
for the 1983 season. 
• Bison prepare for challenge EPMIBC 1983·1 .984 
Conference Schedule 
c . 
Bv TCM' COLEMAN 
HlllDP Stall'"., 
, The .Howard University Tackwondo 
Team will be participating in the up-
coming National Col.legiatc Cham· 
pionships, held Nov . l land 12. 
Participating in the tourname'nt, ,held 
at Burr Gymnasium, will be the defend· 
ing national champion~ . the University 
of <;:alifornia at Berkeley. Tiit' competi-
tion will also give the Bison a chance to 
' 
cess equal to the men . 
The Howard University women's 
team is undefeated this year. Three 
athletes already have an inside shot at 
gain\.ng those five positions . They are 
Katherine Sharon , Laur8 Bonner. and 
Allison Henderson . Sharon is also a 
member of the United States Open' 
Tackwondo Team and has to be con· 
sidered a legitimate threat Jo win this 
• • • yeq.r !l <"ompet1t1on .. 
avenge 1hei~ second p1ac_e finish 1-:s1 ·'We expect 
year. The Bison won the tournament 1n d II 
1981. to o we ' • • • 
The Women's competition has been 
changed from last year's format. Eirich 
school is allowed to have five reprcsen· 
tatives instead of lhree. This rule 
cban&e now makes the selection pro-
I 
~; ... rTA..-01 .. team is vi1tU4.lly set this 
SC"ason, with five athletes re1uming 
from last years championships . Phil 
Cunninghin1, D1.>ug Lewis. Darrell 
Henderson, Summery Alpha, and 
·Chris Galloway are solid choices to 
represent Howard . Galloway and 
Lewis are also membrs of the United 
States Open Squad. 
Cunningham is optimist,ic about his 
teams chances of winning . ''We expect 
to do well, and since everyone is return-
ing we have to be considered fave;-
rites, •· said Cunningham. ''We hope to 
get some support from the crowd and 
maybe that will help us," added Cun-
ningham. 
1be tournament will have added im-
ponancc this year because the event 
will be used as a tryout for the in-
ternational team lhat the United St11td 
will be sending to the World College 
• 
I 
Howard University Bison Bowling Team 
• 
November6,Sund•Y 
DREX~L at HOWARD 
.... .. 
November 12, Seturdey 
BLOOM at HOWARD 
·' November 13, Sund•y 
HOWARD al NAVY 
7 November 11, S•tu.-.iy ., 
CAPITOL al HOWARD (M) 
J•nu•ry 21, S•lu"•Y -
GamesinSoulhKorea, held Dec. 8-11 . L------------------------------------J 
PSU at HOWARD 
• 
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• 
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RiJ,t corner bac;k Tyrone Tri~line (Jori) knocks away the ball that was -intended for Kevin l~.'atkins (Bottom). --By Brian Branch-Price-The Hi lltop 
Bison give · away 
' 
Homecomi • win 
By TIM ROBINSON 
Sports Editor 
.With the Bison in scoring position 
against the Nolfolk State Spartans Sat-
urday, they found a way to allow their 
opponents to gain the victory . 
With six minutes remaining in a 
tightly fought contest, a Bison field · 
goal attempt frofll the 14 yard line by 
Greg Pickney was blocked and returned 
79 yards for the decisive touchdown 
and a 19-12 victory for the Spartans. 
''You have to go with the per-
centages; that field goal attempt would 
normally be a chip shot. Pickney was 
capable of malting the kick, he just di-
do 't get the opportunity,'' stated head 
coach Joe Taylor. 
Pickney replaced kicker Jon Nicho-
laiscn who was injured in the second 
quarter, and the Bison had to make sub-
stitution in their kicking game. The 
punting duties were handled by defen-
sive back Danny Brinkley who did an 
admirable job in Nicholaisen's abs-
ence. 
were no good and the score was knotted 
at 12-12. 
•'I felt very confident and compdelit 
that I could do a good job,'' be contin-
ued. "I was ready to play and when the 
opportunity arose I took it," said 
Sloan. 
The Bison offense managed ooly 232 
yards of total offense compared to 394 
yards for the Spartans. 
Sloan's main targets were Ed Watts 
throe catches for 56 yards, and Picjney 
three roceptions for 30 yards. 
In the mistake ftlled second half, 
countless penalties (Howard 6-S2 and 
Norfollc 13-130), and tumoven """"' 
mon: appar;nt as both teams continued 
to stop drives with mistakes . 
u • • 
nomecom"'II game-
The absences of Bison kicking spe-
cialist was evident as Brinkly (16.8 
average) shanked several punts which 
gave the Spartans excellent field posi-
tion but a stingy Bison defense did noc: · 
allow the Spartans to capitalize on the 
field position. 
The Spartans started the scoring on a 
23 yard field goal capping an eleven 
play 67 yard drive, which was followed 
by a four play 84 yard drive for a com-
manding 9-0 first quarter lead. During 
the touchdown drive Norfolk's quar-
~-~------4----------------------------------------------------i · terback Willie Gillus was impressive 
connecting on a 49 yard completion to 
Phillip Smith and a 28 yard touchdown 
to Orlando Brown, the extra-point try 
was wide left . 
Spearheading a tough Bison defense 
were linebacken Carroll Hughes and 
George Gardner who collected 13 and 
10 tack1es with one quanerback sack a 
piece, respectively . 
oward athletes sing the 'Dust Bowl Blues' 
' By CHRIS CATHCART 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
' There's an old saying. '" You can't go 
home again . '' -. 
But unfortunately anyone who has 
ever played on Howard -Universities 
football field knows hat the)' can al-
ways go home again . . . and again . 
and again . 
The beloved "'Dukt Bowl ," as it is 
referred to by both friend and fOe alike , 
has been and sti ll is the home for Bison 
' . football, soccer and track teams. while 
also .catering to ROTC drills, j3ison 
bancf\ pnlctice, various physical educa· 
tionsl courses and anyone else with a 
few tiours to kill and an old baJI to toss 
aroun'd . 
While the immortal gridiron has 
takefi on sentimental value by those 
whom have used it, the deplorable con-
dition that its in cannot forever be 
ignored . 
Slnce the fie ld is used for both games 
and practice maintenance is made near-
ly impoSsible ~ Potholes and baJdspots 
litter the surface. while foi-eign objects 
(i.e .1rocks, bonle tops, etc, ) are found 
about as frequently as blades of grass. 
''The field needs work,·· understates 
soccer player Garry Okpala . ·'its a little 
mpy. .. 
Athletes are no[ alone in their view of 
the fields condition . 
··Bad weather makes practice 
difficult, '' stated Bison football coach 
Joe Taylor, comn1enting on the fact that 
the ··oust Bowl ' ' is often transformed 
into the ··Mud Bow1· · after a rainy 
night . 
'' I seen worse and I have seCn ·bet-
ter. ·· added coach Taylor. ••Jt does not 
determine how we play .·· 
'The field 11eeds work .. 
... it's a little bun1py.' 
While 1t may be true that field con-
ditions and athletic performance are not 
directly related , the association be-
tWeen injuries and playing surface is an 
entirely different ballgame. Many. of 
the athletes complain that the uneven 
surface and the debris scat1efed ah9ut 
lead to unnecessary injury . 
·' It contributes to injury." qamenled 
football player Ben Tynes.· · ''There's 
a greater chance 10 twist an ankle or pull 
a muscle on that field ." 
• 
I / 
I 
··1t·s easy to get cuts and scrapes out 
there,·· added teammate Kevin Wat-
kins . 
Another concern of several athletes 
is that the fteld is not indicative of a 
Division IAA program . 
·· 1 think it's sad for me to have to 
look out my window and sec the con-
di tio"ns in which we have to play,'' said 
footb'.all pJU)ier Martin Brown. '' If Ho-
ward University wants to consider itself 
''big time with Division IAA status it is 
time to start putting its 1noney where its 
mouth is . ·· 
""The fields not up to par with Divi-
sior;i IA schools,·· added teamn1ate 
Sandy Nichols . 
These types of compl_ain1s are not 
new to athletic director Leo Miles. 
·· 1 am aware of the conditions of the 
field, · · offered Miles . ··It is not as good 
as I would like it to be but under the 
circumstances we have to do the best 
we can. •• 
Mr . Miles . amo ng others have 
thrown around 1he i~ea of developing a 
new athletic complex, complete with 
domed roof, artificial turf and a 20,000 
seating capability . Unfortunalely this 
idea has roamed the halls of the athletic 
department for years now, unable to 
conquer its greatest obstacle - funds . "' 
r I 
~ 
• 
• 
Also considering the new stadium 
proposal is Carl Anderson , vice presi-
dent of student affairs . 
·'We are studying the feasibility of 
developing a comprehensive sports 
complex at the university ,'' stated An-· 
derson. '' But it's a question of priori- · 
ties and resources.'' 
'' We have a lot of things competing 
for the same dollars, and our basic pro-
gram is academic in nature, '' continued 
Anderson . 
'But it's a question 
of priorities and 
resources.' 
In other words there arc a few years 
yet before games will be played in the 
""Bison-dome.'' 
The concern of the day. however, is 
not the possibility of a new field but the 
conditions of the one now presently 
played on. It would appear that as long 
as the field serves as both battleground 
for major ' varsity athletics and play-
ground for the ''Weekend Warriors'' 
the already poor condition Of it will 
only get worse . 
·''Bison tailback 
Ed Pickney (7) is 
stopped by a host 
of Norfolk Stat~ 
defenders.'' 
Norfolk defeated 
the Buon 19-12. 
• 
-
• 
The Spartans were led by the running 
of Anthony Johnson who rushed .for 
124 yards on 26 carries, while quar-
terback Gillus connected on 10 of 20 
passes for 199 yards, one touchdown 
and one interception. Smith paced the 
Spartans receivers with four receptions 
for 108 yards. 
The.Bison offense did show signs of 
improvement behind the le~ership of 
24 passes for 164 yards, one touch9own 
and one interception. , 
Coac·h Taylor was delighted with the 
performance of ·reserve quarterback 
Sloan. ''He came into the game and did 
a fantastic job of bringing us back.'' 
A confident Sloan led ·a struggling 
Bison offense to two second quarter 
scores, by running seven yards for one 
and throwing a 20 yard strike to receiv-
er Herb White , the extra-point tries 
• 
Senior defensive tacltle Ron Kin-
naird (five tackles, one fumble recov-
Cry) expressed his sentiments about the 
homecoming game, ''It's tough losing 
the homecoming game . . . '' He con-
tinued, '' It has been that way all 
season.'' 
For the Bison the critical point in the 
game seemed to be the field goal a1: 
tempt on a fourth down, and three yards 
to go for the. frrst down. , 
"DC!inilely, the block kick was thC ' 
· tum.in! pqint in the game and it really · ' 
broke our spirits . . . " wlded the de-
t'ensive captain Kinnaird . 
With two games remaining in the 
season, Sloan hopes that the team can 
continue to play with pride . ''I hope 
that everyone will still give the max-
imum efforts. 1bc team's character will 
really come out because we are capable 
of beating both of Our remaining op-
ponents . 
Booters win one, 
lose one, during • 
'Jekyll - Hyde' series 
By EARL FINDLA TER 
Hilltop Stalfwriter 
The Howard Boaters went through a 
Jekyll and Hyde weekend which saw 
them defeat Alderson-Broaddus Col-
lege (A-BC) 3-0 last Saturday but over-
shadowed by Davis-Elkins (DE) 3-0 
Monday. 
• 
The loss was the worst beating a 
Boater team has suffered in seven 
years . Clemson's 3-1 decision over the 
Booters in the 1976 playoffs was the 
last time Howard had been so badly out 
distanced . With the loss to DE, the 
Boaters' unbeaten streak · of seven 
games in the month of October was 
snapped. Their record now stands at 
8-4-2 and S-1-1 in Mid-Atlantic Con-
ference play. · 
Booters' coach Keith Tucker said he 
was aware that the DE loss was the 
team's worst in years but, he said, ''I 
still think we coulda beaten them if we 
played as a team.'' Also, the result' does 
not ''give you a good understaflding'' 
of how the game was played, he said. 
Tucker said the Booters played well 
in Saturday's game against A-BC but 
the team lost its cool against DE after 
they scored. ' 
For the first 20 minutes of the A-BC 
game both teams were even. 1be Boo-
ten, however, capitalized on one of 
their fmt chances when forward Keith 
Walcou scored. 
Forwards Peter Prom and Phillip 
Gyau wlded insurance goals for the 
Boaters. They were able to scorC 
pri'marily because they used thcitbeazr 
speed to overcome A-BC'soverllllek· 
ing strategy, Tucker said. 
ID1CCurate poaaing in .. the wroaa 
area of the field'' WU OllO of Ibo Boo-
!en' problems in their Jou to Ibo No. 9 
nnked, NCAA Division D Of! (7-3-4). 
Tucker said. He said the Boaters' ball 
passing broke down when Ibey entered 
the upper third of the field. 
••After they scored I saw a negative 
reaction on our team . . • The second 
goal was what did us in,'' Tucker said. 
All October the 8ooters were winning 
but when they hwl to come f1um be-
hind, Tucker said, they lost their bead•. • ' 
Injuries has taken its toll on the Boo-
ten as well, Tucker said. At lea" four 
of the Booten' seven fullbacks ue 
nursing injuries . 
'I arill 1hinlc - coulda 
I 
beat them i/ tH 
played aa a team• 
• 
- --- -- -~--
Howud's chl!M'tt. of rc1rhi• lbc 
playoffs are up in limiM> wbicb cs' 11 
winnina their lut two gam11 Yitai. 
1lucc te•ms, Virginia, Lo)'Ola ud Wil-
liam ·abd Mary, are ranked • 1d of 
Howud in the Mid-Atlantic recloa. 
Only two teams will be cho1en to 
rqxesclll 1be c:onfawe ia die play- . 
offs. Vi1Jhiiail-conoill11>be-
of 1be tania so 1be comr z dtioD ii on rar 
second p11ee. 
Toi-1,.w at I p.m. lhooldya COl-
le&c is' ICt c lluled 1IJ !lb on die Boa111 
in HoWard S? fl••m, Pawu cepca• 19-
ceivld, 1'rin·llid, olft 21 ii 1roat .. 
.,. •• &t••W* ft!le 4 1flw 1'tely ..,. 
1rO IUIJIOCI. l'lloll, W......, Qlol 
Don•iW•il•hsf J1dlardlel1111 ,. 
11e•D11ftoele.,,..c 7 •will.._ r t 
111:00 p.m. 
l 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
;,.J· 
\ 
' 
' 
• 
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i' A111~ounce11;a.ents The ALABAMA STUDENT ASSOCIATION will be having a meet-ing Tuesday, Nov. 8 in Douglass Hall, 
room 116. 6:30 p.m. 
I 
' 
GENERAL 
For expert word-processed resumes. 
cover letters, term papers and theses, 
call Office Doctor , Inc . Fast, pro. 
fessional and inexpensive service . 223-
9439. 
The Pan Hellenic Council presents 
their Annual Greek Week. All arc invit-
,ed and encouraged to attend the activi-
:. . ties Monday Nov. 7 Blackbum Center 
Greek Paraphanalia Displays thru -
Thun Nov. 10 
Thurs . Nov. IO Bowling Tourna-
me'nt 6:30 p . m . 
Blackbum Bowling 
Lanes 
Fri . Nov. 11 Happy Hour -
jHoward Inn 7:00 
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Sat . Nov. 12 Basketball Games, 
Burr Gym 
Sun. Nov. 13 1Chape.1 Services and 
.. , 1recept1on 
• 
0ATTENTION AUL STUDENTS . The 
Howard University Student Associa-
tion is currently developing a pho10 es· 
say and exhibit 10 honor the Rev . Dr. 
Martin Luther King . Jr . In order to en· 
sure maximum studenl input, we are 
seeking students in the following ma-
jors: His1ory; Adverti sing ; Public Re-
·1ations: MarkCting: Joumali sn1: De-
sign: English. This team of students 
will plan and execute all need~d func-
tions. All students applying must be 
able to work well as a team and must be 
flble to work at least five hours a week 
until complelion of !he · project. In-
terested students should contact Sa111-
rriie L. Thomas at 636-7008 or slop by 
the HUSA office. Roon1 102 in the 
Blackbum University Cenler . 
• 
~·J 
¥111 
Cllelce 
MC 
A•ll 
Clleck1 
LIJ·A·W•J 
.. . 
Furnished three bedroom townhouse to 
share within walking distance from 
campus. Available immediately. Phone 
387-3040. 
- ·-· . . . 
YOUNG VOICES FALL CONCERT 
On Nov. 5 and 6, the Young Voices of 
Washington , DC will present '' Mo-
ments with the Mas'ter. ''their first fall 
concert. The Young Voices is a chil-
dren's ministry devoted to the glorifica-
tion of God through their vocal in-
terpretation of the scriptures. Come and 
be dazzled . For' further information . 
contact Mrs . Mangrum at: 291-5415. 
All are invited. 
STATE CLUBS 
STATE CLUB OLYMPICS 
ATTENTION CHICAGO CLUB 
MEMBERS 
There will be a meeting Nov. 4 at 5 
p.m. in Douglass Hall room 237. A 
$5 .00 deposit is due for sweatshirts and 
a $25.00 deposit is due f<;>r the going 
home ttip. 
CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB 
WEEKEND! 
The Chocolate City Club is sponsoring 
the ''baddest'' weekend celebration of 
the year. Chocolate City Weekend, 
Nov. 10, 11 & 12, will commence 
Thunday the I 0th with a Mixer in the 
Blackbum Student Lounge. Refresh-
ments will be served and tickets will be 
available for the ''EIGHT OOLLAR 
WEEKEND ... On. Friday the 11th at 
Shiloh Baptist Family Life Center there The Chocolate City Club is pleased to 
announce the first annual State Club will be a ''Fashion/Variety Show''; and 
Olympics. The games will be held on °? Saturday the 12~ the C.~.C . An-
s d N · 19 Th -11 be · n1versary Party will culminate the atur ay , ov. . ere WI I b . R S V p 
t l.k fl f tbal l volley ball cc e rauon at · · · · Club, 401 evens 1 e ag oo . • ''M'' s s w · h w ·d 
running events. and much. much more. .treet · · tn t e aterst e 
If your state club has the ''right stuff ' Mall . Tickets are $4.50 for e~ch event 
conta:c1 Aubrey Jackson, 882-1502 (be- separate. or $8:00 for the entire Pack-
fore 7 p.m.) or Howard K. Davis . 925· age. Buy yo.urt1ckets from any ~;1C.C. 4950 (before 11 p.m.) for more in- Member. Its gonna be the one ... 
formation. 
CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB 
MEETING 
The Chocolate City Club will be having 
their next general meeting on Wednes-
day, Nov. 9, a14:30p.m. in the Black-
bum Center Forum . This will be an 
important meeting . \Ve will discuss 
C .C . Weekend. State Club Olyn1pics . 
and a possible special election. Don'1 
miss it! 
.A ITENTION ALL NORTH 
CAROLINIANS' ! 
Important meeting l 'hursday Nov. 10 at 
6:30 p .m. in Blackbum Center Hilltop 
Lounge. WILL EVERYONE WHO 
HAS DOUGHNUT MONEY AND 
BUTTON MONEY PLEASE BRING 
IT·TO THE MEETING SO WE CAN 
MOYE ON!!~ 
The H.U . Ski Club will hold its 
third general meeting on Wednes-
day, Nov. 9, in the Blackburn 
Center Auditorium from 3 p.m. to 4 
p.m. All present and future 
members are urged to attend. For 
further information call Kellye at 
797-1917. 
MEETINGS 
Attention all Pre-Law students: 
There \Viii be a n1eeting of the 
Char les H . Hol1ston Pre-La\v Socie-
ty on Thrusday, Nov. JO, in the 
Blackbl1rn Center Forum at 5 p.m . 
Linda Flores a representative of 
Cleo \~· ill be 1he speaker. 
ATTENTION ALL DELTA 
BEAUX--There \viii be an impor-
·tant me~ting on Thu~sda}' , Nov. 10, 
at 7 p.m. in 1hC Engineering 
ATIENTION A1tdi1oriutn. Everyone please 
con1e! The Chicago Club'will be sponsoring a ~~"--'.,..._ _________ _ 
going hoR1e trip to Chicago on Alte111ion all Sol1l Squad members: 
Thanksgiving . S52 .50 Round trip for l 'J1ere '''ill be a n1eeting Nov. 8, al 7 
members ; $:57 .50 Round trip for 01hers. p.111 . i11 the Blackburn Center 
A $25 .00 deposit is nonrefundable . To Hillt op (_ounge. All men1bers are 
make your deposit please come to the reql1c s1ed to attend. 
Chicago Club meeting in Douglass Hall At1entio11 all Phi Beta Sigma 
J{oom 237 al 5 ·p .m. Star let s: There \viii be a meeting 
Nov. 8, at 6 p.n1. in tt1e Engineering 
Bt1ilding-Roo1n 2119. 
.. 
-Mon 
10:301m -
' 
• 
Sat 
7:30, .. 
(JI. 
10% 
8617 Cole1¥ll le ·Road 
Sllw•• Sprln.JI Mel. 209.10 
589 .:. 6006 8.lrc&· /t ''' Jdrcc,. .fJC"«tF-~ ~ J.:c';e) 
Discount w/Stuiient l.D ............. . 
" 
• 
• 
. ' 
' • 
I 
SNMA REGIONAL CON· The Ho~ard University Chapter of 
FR ENCE N.O.B.U.C.S. in conjunction with 
''Challenges in Medical Education: Howard University's student 
Health Care Delivery and the government will present a forum en-
Minority Physician'' will be the titled: ''Black Political Dcvelop-
focus of the Student National ment.'' Featured keynote spea~er 
Medical Association's regional will be Minister Louis Farrakhan, 
meeting on Nov. 4-5, at the Howard National Representative of the Na-
University College of Medicinee. lion of /slain. Also featured as 
This program is free, and both special guest lecturer will be Kwame 
medical an~ pre-medical students . Toure, formerly known as Stokley 
are invited to attend. For more in- Charmichael. The event will take 
formation cal l 636-6274 or place oft Tuedsay, Nov. JS, from 7 
636 -' 7134. p.m.-10 p.m. at Cramton 
The Political Scie11ce Society will Auditorium located on the main 
host a meeting on Wednesday, Nov. campus of Howard University. 
9, at 6 p.m. in Room B-21 of Doors will open at 6 p.m. and the 
Douglass Hall. Upcoming debate program will begin promptly at 7 
and participation in national model p.m. For further information 
programs are to be discussed. A please cal 'l 636-7173. 
guest speaker will also be available. Are yu ready to GET WET?? 
All are invited to attend, but Then come to the ''Splash Bash 
Political Science majors and minors S-3. '' The place is Burr Gym and the 
are encouraged to attend. tim'C is 7 p.m.-10 p.m. Sponsored 
--~~=-===:-::=-=--- by ATSIS. Se you there! E-V E 'N T s TICKETS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR 
l'HE BUSINESS OF MEDICINE GROUP/ORGANIZATIONAL 
THE POLITICS OF MEDICINE TABLES FOifTHE "SALUTE TO 
THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE BLACK WOMEN.. BAN(./UET 
Come and hear Dr. Therma Evans, TO BE HELD SUNDAY, NOV. 13. 
CIGNA Medical Director and TABLES SEAT TEN AT $SO.OD 
Howard University Graduate, Nov. · FOR STUDENTS AND $100.00 
7, at S:IS p.m. in the Blackburn FOR NON-STUDENTS. MAKE 
CenterForum. Sponsoredby: Col- ARRANGEMENTS NOW, 
lege of Allied~ Health Student Coun- TICKETS ARE LIMITED! CON· 
cil in conjunction with the Liberal TACT SAMIMAH AZIZ-636-6918 
Art s Student Council. OR LEAVE YOUR NAME AND 
HEALTH CAREERS DAY, . NUMBER IN UGSA OFFICE, 
Come and find out about all of the ROOM I 10 BLACKBURN 
health careers offered at Howard C E N T E R . 
University on Monday, Nov. 7. -"-=-'-'-,T;,H.;;Ep...:,;C,,;E"L'E"'B"'R"A"'T"'I o'<N,.,---
T o Pi c and Time: This evening of good music, good 
NURSING-JO a.m.-11 a.m. companyandgoodtimesisbrought 
PHARMACY- I I a.m.-12 noon to you by the Student National 
MEDICINE .& DENTISTRY-12 Medical Association and the Miya 
noon-I p.m . Gallery. The party will be Friday, 
ALLIED HEALTH-I p.m.-2 p.m. Nov. 4 from 10 p.m.-3 a.m. at the 
Place: Blackburn Center Forunt..L,ansburgh's . Cultural Center, 
MINI HEALTH FAIR 11 a.m.-2 42().Seventh St., N.W. Price SS.00 
p.m.Blackburn Center Ballroom . per person. Dress to impress. 
Sponsored by: College of Allied 
Health Sciences StL1dent Council. in 
conjunction with 1he Liberal Art s 
Student Councjl . 
The Howard University Film 
Sociely has scheduled a presentation 
of the film SOLEI 0 by African in-
dependent film maker: Med Honda 
a film on: racisn1 , neo-colonalism, 
liberat ion on Satl1rday, Nov. 5, al 3 
p .n1 . i11 the Screen room WEST 
The Noonday Prayer C l1oir, in its 
Second Annual Fall Concert, 
presents ''GOOD NEWS'' on 
Saturday, Nov. 5, at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel. Chairpersons: Miss 
Howard Univ.ersity-Charlotte 
Lewellen and Mt. Sean Chrysostm. 
Yo :! arc \\'arn1ly invited to attent. 
We're g(l11na have a time! 
located in the 'communications --------------
building, turn left by security sta- 1 The BISON JOURNAL is 
tion in 1he basement and rake WHBC's bi·weekly news magazine. 
elevator to the third floor . · This weeks topic is Election '84, this 
Everyone is invited free of charge to Sunday at 4 p.m. So stay in tune to 
come out a11d enjoy our first in a AM 830 ' WHBC. 
ser ies bf Saturday showings. 
• 
• 
. . . ~ 
The Hilltop. Friday November 4, 1983 ; -
The University Faculty·Studen 
Selection Committee (UFSSC) will 
view nomination& &od m1b recom-
mondations for flCU.lty/uitit awuds 
be presented in April 1.984. 
The Faculty Awuds are: 
• Distinguished Scholar-Teach 
Awant 
Eligibility Requirement: Full· 
time faculty with m.ininiwn of five 
year11 academic SCl'Yice at Ho-
wud. 
• Outstanding Resun:IJ Awant 
Eligibility Requiio.-t: Full-lime 
faculty with minimum of two 
ye an academic service at Ho-· 
wild. 
• Disliaguish<d s..v;c,, Award 
Eligibility Requirement: Full-lime 
faculty with rpinimum of two 
years academic service at Ho-
wud. 
The Awud is: 
• Unit Award for Outsta.nding 
Achievement 
Eligibility Requirement: Any ICI· 
demic unit smaller than a college 
or school. Not school or college. 
Car program Dept of Otemillry, 
Child Devel. 
Details of nomination procedures 
will be available in your departmeatal 
offlce as well as in the Office of the 
University Senate (Howanl Hill). 
Nominations must be received be-: 
fore the deadline established by the vice 
ident of your division. in his CALL 
'OT Nominations. 
• • Contact your school!college rep<e· 
sentative on UFSSC for answers to 
uestions . 
sum 100 
1712 EYE ~E£T. N.W. 
WASHINGTON. DC. 
20006 
·. 
(202)298-9227 
TIY (202)298-6655 
Services.: general mediciae, C011ttplo 
reproductive health cate, me 
nancy testing, D'.c:ntal beal1b ,;·;,..; .. 
for indivich11ls, couples, fw1Jl 1 7s 
grocps,, lectures and wortst.p .. 
Medical 202-298-9227 
Mental 
•• 
• 
> 
PlfAR,MACY HAS A WAY OF MAKING THINGS HAPPEN 
• 
Hctward Unlver!!iilty 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
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1-lo\\'ard llaivcnity Collca:c of Pharmacy and Pharma.cal 
Scicncn is fully accredited b}' the American Council on 
PharmacC"utical Education and iJ a member of the Amert. 
can Ai.sociation of Col.Iese• of Pharmacy. 
• 
• 
' • 
' 
• Did you know that. in addition to beinR . 
community health-care provide~. phannacJSts 
· arc businessmen and community leaders, 
. ' executives, researcher$~ and educators? 
.. 
• Did you know that the unemployment rate 
among pharmitcists in the U.S. today is 
practically zero? 
• • 
• Did you know that of an estimated 170,000 
ph~nnacists practicing in the U.S. today, 
less than 2% are Black Americans? 
' 
ARE YOU UNCERTAIN ABOUT 
. YOUR C~ CliOICES? 
• 
THINK PHARMACY!! 
For further information contact: 
Student Reeruitnient Officer 
Howard Uaiveiaity • 
Colleee ol Plwmocy and Pbum.W Sci1c o 1 
2300 Fourtll SU9et, N. W. · 
Wllhinaton, DC :I00&9 . .. • 
• 
or call: (202) 638-61130 
. 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
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